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"Now, then, show the loyalty of the Liberty Boys fo-r General Wayne by giving three hearty cheers!''
cried Dick, waving bis cap. The young Continentals responded with a will. The
mutineers looked on wit h shame and chagrin showing on their faces.
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·· "Anth'ny Wayne hain't got nothin' ter do with et..
\Ve're ergoin' ter see Congress erbout et."
DICK SLATER AND THE )IALCONTE NTS.
"Then you are acting against orders."
"Where yer goin', young feller?"
" We don't keer fur thet."
"N"owhere in particular. "
"You are mutineers, in fact."
" 1Vaal, we'd like ter talk with yer."
" We don't keer fur thet, nuther."
"Go ahead and talk."
"Well, what do you want of me?"
"'l'his here ain't a good place."
"Y e're ther capt'n er the Liberty Boys?"
''It's as good as any."
"Yes."
"No, come over ter ther camp."
"Y er',e got a purty good troop."
"Tell me what you want to talk about."
"Yes, a hundred."
" 1raal, it's erbout goin' home."
"Waal, we want yer ter jine ther Pennsyl,an ia sojeri;
"Then we'll talk about it here."
an' revolt."
A boy had been ridin g along a country road near )for"I will not do it. I mean to stick by General Wayne~
·stown, in New Jersey.
and the Liberty Boys will do the same thing, to a man.'"
It was toward the close of the year 1780.
"Waal," shrugging his shoulders, "ye're er Xew Yorke:r,
The boy had been stopped by half a dozen rough-looking an' mebby thet makes er diff'rence, but we're ergoin' teren in the uniform of Continentals.
quit."
He himself wore the same uniform, and, like theirs,
"Just when the country needs you most? For shame!'"
was ragged and patched.
"Waal, we need our pay an' purvisions an' uniforms, an"
He rode a magnificent coal-black horse, and was a \Te don't get 'em. We reckon ther country
hez obligations
,r on to attract attention.
ez well ez us."
He was well built and handsome, with brown hair and
"Look at my uniform," said Dick. "Look at my
ay-blue eyes, wore a sword at his side, and was evi- shoes. I am ragged as well as you.
o are all the Libntly a youth of some importance .
erty Boys. But we don't complain. We promised to stay
The next question of his interrogato rs plainly indicated till the end of the war, and we will do it.''
s.
"Ther more fools yer are, then; thet's all I got ter
"Ye're Captain Dick Slater, er the Liberty Boys, ain't say.''
r?"
"You are making a mistake, men," sajd Dick.
' I am."
"We don't think so," doggedly.
'An' yer've be'n fightin' fur three years?"
"Don't you like General Wayne?"
"' Yoo, more than that."
"We think ther world of him.''
'Yer enlisted fur thet term?"
"Then why do you desert him? Don't you know that
'No; I or ganized the Liberty Boys, and promised to the enemy is all around us?"
t as long as the war lasted."
"Thet hain't got nothin' ter do with_ et," stolidly.
W aal, we 'listed fur three years, an' we want our dis"And you say you love General Wayne ?11
ge."
"Et ain't Anth'ny Wayne, it's ther principle er ther
The war isn't over yet."
thing. Ef ther enemy was ter 'tack us ter-day, we'd
ri:'het don't make no diff'ren·ce. We didn't 'list fur fight. We ain't outlaws, but we
getter have our rights.
war, we 'lis ted fur three years."·
Will yer jfoe us?"
Vell ?" attentively.
"No."
her time is up. We axed fur our discharges, an' we
"Waal, yer kin do as yer please, but we~ve told yer
't get 'em."
what we're goin' ter do."
nd now?" asked Dick, eeing that the sp0kesman
"Very well, but I am not. "
more to say.
"Don't let him go," said another. "He'll be tellin' et
;v aal, an' now we're goin' ter Philadelphia ter lay all over ther camp."
case before ther Congress."
The men quickly surrounded Dick to prevent his goan't you rely on General Wayne?,,
ing.
~
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One \\·as a jolly, goo<l-nan.u·cd young fel101r by the nam
He held up his hand.
.
of Patsy Brannigan, who was the life of the camp.
"You have given me yol¼r confidence," he said.
The ether wa · a ro~y-faced, blond-hairerl German.
:"Ya.s, we- shur.ely have."
weighing two hundred pound~, and rejoit:ing in the appe~J
"Do I look like one who would betJ:ay it?"
"Yer shorely don't," said the leader. "Will y,er give· lation of Carl Gookenspieler.
1
in a wordy., ,rn"'\,
Patsy anJ Carl were forever eno·ao·ed
us yer word not ter say ennything erbout et?"
0
0
"I will no.t speak to General 11-ayne, if that is what which, a ir. usually caused a great amount of fun for tl l
youths, wa fostered rather than repre~sed.
you mean."
,vhen all had gathered in his teut Dick told thei,C
"Tb.en thet's all right."
what
he had heard.
•
"Et ain't all right!" hotly fxom another. "Yer ean 't
"They're a lot of traitors!" declareJ Bob Estabroo~
trust him."
I
"Yer dunno what yer're tor.kin' erbout, Hi '.H311nes," hotly, "and ought to be dealt with summarily."
''Easy, Bob," said Dick. "You must admit that thr
said the leader. "Everybody, in ther army knows erbout
·
Dick Slater, an' ef he 'lows he'll keep his word he'll do ha"l'e some rea.son on their side.''
11]
'· If the enemy hears of this it will do us some u .
et."
Ir
chief_,.
''Yas, thet's- s0!', declared the majority of the men.
.'I
"True; but the enemy must not hear of it."'
"Yer kin go," said the leader, "but ,re rely on yer ter
"What are you going to do?"
re
keep yer word, an' not leil this yelle thing git out."
"Stand
bY
Geucrnl
\rayne
if
it
comes
to
a
battle
IV;u
"You can do so!" firmly.
•
.
lll
these malcontents."
The run then. sto0d aside and Di.ck rode on.
"i1e·re with you!" cried Bob.
k
T e situation at that time was indeed criticaJ.
"I
know
you
are,
and
all
the
Liberty
Bovs
will
say
ter
•
•
•
C
•:rta.e condition, oi the· ar:m,y. was distress-mg in, the exsame. But I have an idea."
th
treme.
"What is it?"
Money w¾iS scarrce:, provisions were lacking, and dis"Some of us are more expert with musket and pis er
content was rife on all sides.
than others, and I will select these and form them i1;
The stand that the Pennsylvania regiments unde-r
1
a band of dead-shots .. ,
,
GeJ:J.er!aL Wa311e made was this :
a'Ihe Liberty Boya' Dead- hot Band!" exclaimed p,/c
They had enlisted to s-erve "for three years or -during
entlrnsiasticalh;_ "\Vho will be in it?"
n
wur/· that is to say, for less than three years should
".All of thi; crowd, and a few more. They will fo ·tai
1)
the war cea e in less time. When. ho,Cl'eYei·, having
a separate bodyguard for the general, and do all the h,e ]
sen~d for three years,, they sought their dischnrg-B, the•
work necessary. I look for trouble."
officetl, loth to lose such experienced soldiers, interpreted
"An' Oi'm allrnys ready for it," said Patsy, witl~
fue teem~ of enlistrne:o.t to mean three years, or to the end
lau"'h.
0
of the war should it continue £or a longct time.
iey
"Yah, und me also, I bet you," responded Carl.
This chicanery produced. great exasperation. and the
"Onlv those in the Dead-Shot Tiand are to knov: 3:11
1 1
opinion of the men Dick had seen was that of a large
it," said Dick, "and it is to be an e pecial and pri_ "~
number of the troops.
hod,-guard
for General \Yavne
in the approaching cri(e_
. ,
•
IllaJ
The youth had known for some time t!lat great dismi,
satisfaction existed, but until now he had witnessed no
llll
such open expression of it as he had just heaa·d.
.s, 1
"Everything is ripe for revolt," the youth thought a~
,iantj
he rode on. "There is no need to inform. General Wayne.
sho1
He will soon leirnn of this if he does not already know of
CIIOO.SIXG THE DEAD ,_H OT
'i sa:
it. The Liberty Boys must know of it, however, and be
pnepured. "
'l'he que.;;tion of selecting the member" of the i8Y. t,
~.
thmc
1
Re rode, on for a short distance, and then returned by Shot Band was now to be decided.
d . .k
a smnewhat circttitous route to the camp of the Liberty
Dick Slater knew ~n~t what everv youth in the co. , m
,1
•
•
1 ro
Boys.
of Libertv Boys could do.
t t
·
•
.
·e s c
Here he sent for a youth of his own age by the name
He knew that all those now with him in the tent' t
0 WI
of Bob Estabrook, a dashing, manly young fellow, and expert shots with either pistol or musket.
_ Jme ,
'Ihe,:,e "·ould all be taken. therefore, but he rr11
the first lieutenant of the company.
i twi
Re also sent for Ben Spurlock, one of the . jolliest and more.
th
H e wanted at least twenty in.the special bodygu, et~
liveliest of the youths, Mark Morrison, Sam Sanderson,
. , 'Y r·
"Can ·yo11 suggest
anyone
else?" he asked Bob.' w h e~
George Brewster, Walter J enr1ings, Arthur :Mackay, and
~.
·
1
"Well, there's Oddy. Re's as queer as they
a German and an Irish boy.
The last brn deserve especial mention.
them, but has the eye of a hawk."
~::,
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''Yes, Oddy is a good shot, I know."
"]lore better I shoot him, is it not?" asl.ed Carl.
·'There's the Swede," added :Mark. ·· He is big and
"It's betther to catch him. Y ez moight £hoot ham lJ
Ykward, but he can hoot straight."
to pieces."
"True, I have noticed th· t. ~eb ~elson will be one
"All righd; den I catch him. Dot wa, a plac.k ' nd vJrite
u,."
rabbit been, Batsy."
•· Then there is Ira Little,'' suggested Ben Spurlock.
'· 'tis, _ye 're roight."
here i,n't much of him, but you ought to see him
'· Dot looks more lige a cat as a rabbit, don'd )IOU din:J.e·?"
oat."
'· ~hure, an' some people can·t tell dhe diffeTenC'€ oe·'I have seen him," tlaughingly. "Well, colmt in the clnme a rabbit an' a cat."
·dget."
··All righd, I catch him, I bet you. Choost ,iatch me.'1
Others suggested names, all of which were approve.a of . Carl was behind the little animal 011 the ienoe.
Dick.
He stole noiselessly up while Patsy stepped ofi t O'lilE
l'he sc~ e of dead-shots was at last complete.
.side.
~ hose not present were to be notified by Dick himself oi
The animal seemed not to have heard Carl or to .h •e
ir selection.
no fear of him.
~he existence of the special bodvguard was to be kept a
He sat on top of the stone fence, utterly indifferent.
ret for many reasons.
Carl crept cautiously over the snow, which ga'Ve 1 rth
11 the Liberty Boys were faithful to Dick: but a secret little or no noise, and suddenly made a .dive ior th Ettle
not be kept when entrusted to too many, and altho1.1gb animal.
k distrusted none, he preferred not to let the thing be
It was not a cat, neither was it a rabbit.
erally known.
Patsy knew what it was, and did n.ot ca.re t ruppmac-h
careless word might betray the affair, and onc.e it got too close.
there would be no keeping it quiet.
uddenly a dreadful odor was observed.
'eneral Wayne himself was not to know of it.
Carl uttered a howl and sat down in the sn w.
e knew that the Liberty Boys were all loyal to him,
The little creature wa£ a skunk, and had uLetil its YJittlllthat was sufficient.
I ral weapon against his intended captor.
ick went quietly among the Liberty Boys and told I Then it promptly made off, and Carl saw nc ,more of
1 member of the Dead-Shot Band of hi~ ap1•ointment
it.
rately.
".Ach, mein ·gollies, it w;as went buste.d all to bi I-f's,"
ot all of them knew at first jmt who or how many said Carl, holding his nose. "I din.ks he wa sigk, alrett,y,
und dot was der reason."
e Liberty Boys were in it.
hey would kno.r, e,entually, of courae, but just now
"Phwy didn't yez catch it, Cookyspiller?" Jau hetl
did not.
Patsy, getting to windward of the .stone fence.
hey were all cautioned to say nothing about it, not
"Mein gollies, I <links I did caught it alretty, md I wa-s
among themsel:ves, and they maintained silence.
caught it for sure, too."
aving chosen the Liberty Boys' Dead- bot Band, Dick
"Dhin phwere is it?"
ted an action on the part of the discontented Penn"He was went to pieces, I toldt you. Ach! vha.t a
mians.
shmell dot was!"
might be that something would turn them from
" hure an' I thinks so," roared the Irishman. ·"l{ape
purpose.
me bechune yez and dhe wind, Dootcby. A little a'v ,d};iat
is, however, was not at all certain.
perfume goes a long ways, begorrah."
-~antime the weather was growing cold, and provisions
"But what I dQoded?" asked Carl. ".Dot shmcll was
short.
stayed by me like nefer was."
Ii say," said Patsy to Carl one afternoon, "phwa.t do
"Go bury yer clothes. Dhat'll take dhe shmell out."
·ay to gain' afthm- a rabbit or a fat p11rthridge, or
"Yah, but I don'd got some oder vuns, und dot xvas fery
.cold vedder, I bet you."
hing av dhe loike av db.at?"
dinks dot was more bedder as anydings, Batsy."
"Well, dhin, go bury yersilf, an' take it out dbat way."
11 roight, dhin; we'll go afther dhim, an' we'll see
"Gone und puried meinselluf? How I "\\-a dooded dot?
rets dhe mosht."
How I should cofer oop meinself mit a schoffel ofi I was
ot was all rigbd, Batsy."
under der cround been?"
ome on, dhin, Cookyspiller."
"Faix, I don't know at all at all, but don't come betwo hunters set out, carrying pi tols, to bring chune me an' dhe wind. Yez are altogether too ·ch for
the game.
me, begorrah."
y tramped for some time, and w-ere e0mi'Ilg to hlae
"Vhat you called dot, anyhow? Dot vas a rabbit not,
when Patsy said:
und it va n't a cat been, .neider."
i say, Oookyspiller, dheni's a rabbit ,ittimg Olil d!he
" bure, an' 11Ow I c:ome to think av it, eoaky~. )}er, 10i
. See av yez e.an catc.h him."
think it musht have been a skunk."
I
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Excited by this, they determined to do what t hey had
"Yah, I dinks dat also. Vor vhy you was not toldt
long threatened they would.
me dot before?"
Dick anticipated something when he saw them drink"Shure, an' Oi musht have forgot all about it, Dootchy,"
ing.
laughed Patsy, who had not forgotten anything.
"But vhat I dooded, I ax you?"
He at once got his Dead-Shot Band together to be
"Go bury yersilf, Oi towld yez."
ready for action.
"I don't gould dooded dot."
At a preconcerted signal the greater part of the Penn"Well, dhin av ycz will dig dhe hole an' jump into it, sylvania line, with a number of non-commissioned officers
<lhin Oi'll coYer yez all up ~hnug, an' let yez shtay there turned out under arms.
ihree or four days till dhe shmell do be gone."
They at once declared their intention of marching
"Dree or four days?" gasped Carl. "Yas I shdayeu Philadelphia and demanding redress from Congress.
unter cround dree or four days?"
As soon as General Wayne heard of it he mounte ·
"Well, mebby wan or two days will do, me bhy."
his horse and rode to the camp of the disaffected troops.
"Mein gollies, I vhas been deadt off I shdayed unter
Dick and a large number of the Liberty Boys wert! on
der cround vor ein day efen, Batsy."
hand, anticipating trouble.
"Oh, no, it's hard to kill a man like you."
"What is the matter?" asked the general.
"Vell, I don'd vanted to dry dot. It might broof to
"We want our rights," said one or two of the sergeants
teen easier as vhat you dinks."
1,ho were leading the men.
"Well, kape away from me, annyhow. Shure, an' yez
"How do you propose to get them?" Waync a~ked,
do shmell to heaven, begorrah."
quietly.
"Und I dinks yah dot you was knowed abouid dot
"By demanding them of Congress."
shkungk alretty vhen you toldt me I should caught it."
"And leaving us exposed to the enemy?" Wayne pur"Yis," laughed Patsy, "an' yez caught it, all right. sued.
Well, come along. Mebby dhe ~abbits an' dhe parthridges
There was no answer.
will be so overpowered be dhe shmell av yez dhat dhey'll
"Are there no loyal ones among you all?" as'.:cd the
;all fall down dead an' Oi can pick dhim up widout wastin' general.
.
a shot, begorrah."
"Yes!" cried Dick, stepping forward.
partridges,
and
rabbits
several
They managed to bag
The Liberty Boys were on one side, and the mutineers
and this was some consolation to Carl, after all.
on the other.
When they returned to camp everyone had a laugh at
All of the youths were ragged, and many of the,:n were
his expense, for of course Patsy had to· tell the story.
and had unh!;!aled wounds.
sick
Carl had to bury his clothes to get the smell out of
Wayne smiled, for he knew Dick of old.
General
them, and at the same time he resolved to play some
all with me, Liberty Boys?" Dick asked.
you
"Are
trick on Patsy to get even with that rollicking Irishman.
shouted Bob Estabrook, and all the rest
are!"
"We
· In fact, one of the two was forever playing tricks on
cry.
the
echoed
the other, which was a source of constant amusement to all
"And if I stand by General Wayne, you will do the
·
ihe rest.
same?"
"Yez made a big mistake, Dootchy, in not gettin' howld
"Begorrah, we will!" roared Patsy, and the other all
~v dhe shkin av dhe little baste, for dhey do say dhat dhey
suit.
followed
make foine tippets."
will do it no matter what happens?"
you
"And
"All righd, Batsy, der negxt vun I saw I vill let you
ve will!" declared Carl, and every one of
me
bet
"You
went afder it, und prought me der shkin. I va had all I
joined in with him.
Boys
Liberty
the
was wanted off of dot vun, I bet me."
front of the mounted general and bein
stood
Die\
"Yis, an' dhere was anither mishtake dhat yez made."
and the Liberty Boys.
mutineers
the
tween
"Vhat vas dot?"
scowled, not quite knowing what
Pennsylvanians
The
"Yez ought to have bottled yerself up for perfumery.
demonstration.
this
of
make
to
Shure, yez wud have lasted foriver."
" "ow, then, show the loyalty of the Liberty Boy: for
General Wayne by giving three l:ieart_y cheers!" cried Dick,
waving his bat.
The young Continentals responded with a will.
CHAPTER III.
The mutineers looked on with shame and chagrin
showing on their faces.
THE BEGIN~ING OF TJ-T::.. MUTINY.
General Wayne acknowledged the cheers of the Liberty
Boys by raising his hat.
The first day of the year 1781 arrived.
Theu he turned toward the mutineers.
The men of the Pennsylvania regiments were allowed
Dick resumed his place at the head of t he Liberty Boys.
an extra quantity of ardent spirits.
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"Does not the example of these youths have any influ- and get word to one of the Jersey brigades to go to Chatence upon you, men?" asked Wayne.
ham. There will be other duties also."
One of the sergeants stepped forward.
"They shall be done, general," proudly.
"The Liberty Boys are New Yorkers," he said. "They
a ·eneral Wayne was no longer "Mad Anthony," for be
went in for the whole war. We didn't. We enlisted three · acted with great judgment.
years, and the time is up."
He gave Dick a number of despatches to deliver, and
"Yas, an' et was up long ago," declared another, "an· the youth set out at once with his Dead-Shot Band.
we're goin' ter Congress ter demand our rights."
There was the enemy to be guarded against as well as
"There's no use goin' home,'' spoke up another. "\\'e the mutineers, and it was better to go well provided to
wouldn't git nothin' ef we did. We're goin' ter Phila- meet any emergencies.
delphia, that's where we're goin'!"
The greater part of the Liberty Boys remained in camp _,,.
There were murmurs of approval all along the line.
while Dick and the others pressed 011.
General Wayne tried to pacify them.
There might be occasion for the rest to join them,
He spoke of leaving him exposed to the enemy, of the and in that case they could easily be sent for.
folly of their act, and of its di loyalty, and urged them to
Dick and his band set out at once to give the alarm.
wait.
Fires were kindled upon the hills, and guns boomed
Nothing that he said seemed to move them.
along the valleys.
They were no longer to be pacified by words.
The Jersey brigade was dispatched to Chatham, and the
Then Wayne became "Mad Anthony" in very truth, whole surrounding country was soon on the alert.
and cocked his pistols.
Far into the night rode Dick and his band, carrying
despatches and spreading the alarm from post to post.
Dick gave a quick signal .to the Dead-Shot Band.
"Shure, an' dhis do be loively work," said Patsy, when
In a second they were close at his side.
they
halted at a little inn, well toward morning.
Quick as they were, the mutineers were quicker.
"Yah,
I bet me dot it was," said Carl. "What you
In an instant their bayonets were at Wayne's breast.
sayed to hafing some subber, Batsy?"
Then a major spoke.
"Shure, an' Oi wud think it wor toime fur break£asht,
"We love you, we respect you," he said, "but you are
more loike Cookyspiller, me bhy."
a dead man if you fire. Do not mistake us; we are not
"Nein, dot was subber alretty. I vas mein subber las ht
going to the enemy. Were they now to come out you
nighd
got not, und so it was subber dime, ain'd it?"
would see us fight under your orders with as much ,reso" Shure, an' av yez reckon dhat way, Cookyspiller," said
lution and alacrity as ever."
Patsy, "countin' be the males Oi've losht, it orter be week
The threat of the mutineers was not an idle one.
before lasht Thursday's dinner, begorrah, an' not breakOther regiments tried to quell the mutiny, and a bloody fasht at all at all."
affray at once took place.
"Yell, dot don'd make . some difference anyhow. Ve
Dick and his Dead-Shot Band threw themselves in £ronl vas had somedings vor ead und you gould galled it vhat
of General Wayne.
you was lige."
This was more to protect him than to cow the mutiThere was nobody stirring in the inn at that time, as
neers, which they knew they would be unable to do.
it was scarcely light yet.
The affray was short but bloody, numbers being woundCarl took up the knocker and pounded on the door
ed on both sides, and one captain killed.
with it, sending a noisy summons clanging through the
Then three Pennsylvania regiments which had taken house.
'·O part in the mutiny were paraded with their officers.
A woman with a nightcap on her head came to an upper
fig} The mutineers compelled them to join their ranke, window, and screamed:
,,·hich increased their number to thirteen hundred.
"Well, what's all that noise about when honest people
cha The mutiny was now well under way, the malcontents ought to be in their beds?"
"eing flushed with the success they had already achieved.
"I was honest been, ma'am, bud I vas not mein sub~ " .;rhey seized six field pieces, and set out at night for ber had alretty, und I vas hungry been. Also I was ein
the1hiladelphia under command of their sergeants.
draveler, und I vant dot you should open der house al" Dick Slater went at once to General Wayne, and said: retty."
" "General, the Liberty Boys will stand by you in this
"A traveler, say you? Where from?"
diclnl we have stood by you in everything else. Command
"I vas vrom Morristown came alretty, und I mein supany or all of us, and you will find us ready."
per vant."
The general smiled and said:
"Have you money to pay for it?" demanded the land"I have had proof 0£ your loyalty before now, Dick. lady, with caution.
There is no need to test it now, but you can aid me."
"Yah, certainly I got not de money vor dot to paid al"Command me, general," said Dick.
retty."
"I want that you shall take a part 0£ your Liberty Boys
"Are you a king's man or are you a rebel?"
7
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"Yab, I dinks I was, un,d I soiµe subber was wanted,"
and Carl banged on the door.
"Stop that noise," screamed the landlady.
"Yab, I was clot noise alretty shtopped vhen you was
gome down und got me mein subber."
"How q_o you want it-hot or cold?"
"Any vays, I don'd cared so long clot I got it."
"Well, here it is cdld!"
At that the landlady emptied a pitcher of water on
Carl's head, and closed the window.
~-,.,__ "I clinks I was got it pooty gold!" cried Carl, shiver' ing.
"It shtrikes me dbat yez got it hot, Dootchy," laughed
' Patsy.
"Nein, dot was shtrike me, und I was got it colder as I
was lige, I bet you."

CHAPTER IV.
MIA.JOR DOES DICK A GOOD TURN.

Dick gat the landlady up by a promise to pay her for
whatever they called for, and in short time the Liberty
Boys were served with hot coffee, -which greatly refreshed
them.
"Well, Cookyspiller," said Patsy, "forst yez bad it
cowld on dhe outside, an' now yez get it hot on dhe inside, rn dhat makes it aven."
----.. "Yah, but I was got more on der ouidsides as I was
got on mein insides alretty," said Carl, swalloll"ing a cup
of hot coffee."
"Well, dhere's more outsoide av yez dhan dhere is on
dhe insoide, so dhat's all roight, me bhy."
At daybreak Dick took Bob Estabrook, _leaving the
others at the inn, and set off to see if they could learn
anything of the mutineers.
As they were riding along Dick suddenly brought Major,
his horse, to a halt, and whispered to Bob:
"There is somebody ahead of us."
"Did you hear them?"
"Yes."
"Are .there many?"
"Two, I think."
"Then there is nothing to fear."
"No, but there may be something to learn."
"Say you so?"
"Yes; there are spies all about, and these two men may
be such."
"True. What shall you do?"
"I smell smoke. These men haYe a fire in the bushes.
"\Ye can, no don bt, come quietly upon them and hear what
they are saying."

"True." '
"Let us dismount and go ahead cautiously."
The youths did so.
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Presently they saw the smoke of a little fire curling
above a clump of bushes a little back from the :roadside.
They advanced cautiousl-y, leading their horses.
Then they made thei,r horses lie down while they tole
.forward.
They could hear the YOices of the men very plain~:y now.
Peering through the bushes Dick saw a couple of roucrhlooking men sitting on a log beside a :fire.
"It's jest as yer say, Bill," one was saying. "Ther
sojers hez mutinied, a-n' now's ther time fur ther redcoats
ter git hold on 'em."
"Thet's right, Ned."
"An' me an' you wants ter go an' tell 'em all erbout
et."
"Thet's jest what I said."
"They've be'n ersuspicionin · EOmethin' like this here fur
er long while."
"So they hev, an' now',, .o ur time ter go an' tell 'em. "
Dick quickly turned a.nd crept toward Major.
Seven or eight evil-looking men suddenly dashed toward the boys.
Before they had time to draw their pistols the men
were upon them and they were prisorrers.
Then Bill and Ned came out from behind the bushes.
"vVho yer got there, boys?" asked Bill.
"Er couple er rebels what was erlistenin' ter yer, an'
hearin' what yer had ter say."
"Yas, they're rebels shure 'nuff," growled Ned. "What
will we do with ther spies?"
"Hang 'em, I guess," said Bill. "Them's er couple er
likely bosses. Guess we don't want ter turn them hos es
loose ter be lost, an' I guess I'll take ther black one.
He's er likely critter, shore enuff."
He advanced to seize ~lajor, when the noble anim al
wheeled quickly around and let fly with hi hind heeh.
Bill was sent rolling over among the bu liee, while
Major went dashing up the road.
Bob 1s horse 'followed at once.
"H'm! ther's them two hosses got erway!" said Ned,
"but we've got ther spies ·all ther same."
Bill got up, declaring that his ribs were bronen, and
that he was going to take it out of the mastex of that
black horse.
"Who be yer, anyway?" he asked.
"American soldiers,'' said Dick.
"Yas., I kin see thet 'ere, but wot's yer names?"
"Tha·t doesn't concern you."
"....._
"He's er spy er Gin'ral Wayne's," spoke up one oi the
newcomers. "I seen him erleavin' ther huts. He~s er
spy on ther mutineers."
"Then we'll string him up right yere, an' git ter work in
er hurry."
"T'other feller's one on 'em, too," said Ned, "so yer'd
better fix him ther same way."
"Beware," said Dick. "We aFe American soliliere, not
spies. If you hang us Olla" comrade.. will hang alil of ;YQU
to pay for it."
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''Et aln't likely that they'll know who Jone et," laughed Bill. "Come on, Ned, yer got enny deer thongs or
ennything like thet ter tie 'em up with?"
"Take ther belt they're erwearin'. Thet's good ernuff.
I hain't got more'n ernuff thong ter hang 'em with."
'·I warn you coundrels again," ~aid Dick, 'that if you
commit this outrage you will not escape punishment. We
are bot-h well known, and you will certainly be found out."
"Tie 'em up, boys," snarled Bill. "Don't wa te no
time erbont et."
The two you~hs were bound hand and foot, and then the
men produced several long tough leather thongs which
they proceeded to tie together so as to make two halters.
There were pl.aced about the necks of the youths, and
then thrown over the limbs of two trees standing close together.
Before the spies could carry out their scheme, however,
before they had even grasped the halters, there was the
sudden ound of horses' feet thundering clown the road.
The::i. a ringing hout wa hear<l, and nearly a score of
you h, f'11 P <h,hin7 up.
" l;irc ou the murderers!" 3houted :;\]ark Morrison.
The band of scoundrels fled in hot ha te in all directions.
X ot until three or four had fallen, however.
Bill was killed outright, the others being more or less
badly wounded.
Ben pu.rlock and George Brewster quickly release cl
Dick·and Bob.
"W oucrht to hang these wretches," stormed Ilob,
"Th.ere's one we won't, but the others deserve it."
Those who had not been hit had fled at full "peed.
Some of the les seriously wounded now began to make
away as fast a" they could.
"Let them go," said Dick. "I know them all now, and
if I ever catch them again at the ort of work they were
at they will be hanged. You have killed one of them,
and that, I think, will make the others careful."
Xo a:ttempt was made to secure tlm men. therefore, and
they 111a,le their escape.
"How did you know that we were in d:anger and where
t-0 find us?" a ked Dick.
"::\Iajor came galloping to the inn without you," said
)1ark. "We then came to thL place."
"We kne"· something was wrong when the horses came
back alone." said Ben. ":Major ne-ver wanders away if you
leave him untethered."
"Good fellow," said Dick, pcitting the sleek neck of the
beautiful animal.
~fajor pre~ 'ed his nose against Dick's shoulder, and
whinnied softly.
The youth and the horse were the best of friends, and
under tood e~ch other thoroughly.
"We mu~t overtake the mutinous troops at once," said
Dick. "These fellows were going to communicate with
the enemy. They won't do so now, I am certain, but there
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will be those who will. EYcn if the Driti,h clo not permade the mutineers to go over to them, there is danger."
"You ought to have hung all these fellows," persisted
·
Bob. "They deserved nothing better."
"They would have got it if we had suffered," said Dick,
"but we escaped without a scratch, and they have learned
a lesson. They will not trouble us nor anyone else, you
may be sure."
Dick was right, for they never saw one of the party
again.
They now resumed their journey, Dick sending one of
the youths back to summon the rest of th.e Liberty Boys; and return with all speed.
"It is likely that General Wayne will follow," he said,
"and there may be trouble. There are alwayg some
hot-heads who cause friction, and while the leaders of the
mutineers seem to have a certain amount of reason on their
side, we cannot tell what muy happen."
They rode on rapidly, and heard from the mutineers at
T-arious points, the regiments haying passed along that
road.
They had treated the country people well thus far, and
were marching in good order, and keeping to military
rules, so that Dick began to hope that there might be no
trouble, after all.
► till, it wa" well not to take too many chance , and he
determined not to go among the mutineers just yet, although making himself aware of all their movements and
keeping himself thoroughly prepared for any emergency.

CHAPTER V.
P .l.T Y, CA.RL, AND THE RAM.

The Liberty Boys "'ere in temporary camp near )Iiddlebrook.
The mutineers were not far away, a Dick had ascertained by his scouts.
'1.11 the Liberty Boys were now in camp, but Dick kept
the Dead- hot Band together, ready to act quickly if occasion demanded.
"Dootchy," said Patsy, "we wud loike a sheep, an' av
annybody will giYe us wan will yez help me bring it
home?"
"Vor shure I will, Batsy," said Carl. "I gould prought
dot sheep home on my shoulder aJretty."
"On yer showldher, is it?" cried Pat~y. "Shure, an' it's
not a lamb we're goin' fur, but a full-grown sheep, begorrah, an' mebby two av dhim."
"Dot was all righd been, Batsy. I gould a sheep garry
on mein houlder choost so easy lige eferydings."
" hure an yez cud not. Do yez tink yez are a hor;;e to
'
carry loads like dhat?"
"Nein, but you was a shacka s been to dinks I gouldn't
some shmall lords lige dot on mein shoulder garry."
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"Well, come on, annyhow."
The Liberty Boys often folmd friendly farmers who
were willing to give them provisions.
Patsy had no doubt that he would come across one
now.
If he did not then he would look for some Tory and levy
Qil him.
These folk were their natural enemies, and Patsy had
no compunctio·n in helping himself from their stores.
Patsy and Carl set out, and after a tramp reached a
farmhouse.
They went to the back door, and when a woman came at
their call, the jolly young Irishman said :
"Shure, an' ye're lookin' foine an' rosy, ma'am. It
musht be in good health yez are."
"I have no reason ter complain erbout thet," the woman
said.
"An' shure, 1 know ye're good-hearted, ma'am, besoides bein' so healthy."
"Wbat do yer want?" asked the woman, laughing. "Ye
are arter somethin', I'll be bound, with all thet blarney."
"Shure, an' Oi niver said Oi wanted annything, ma'am.
Oi wuz on'y ·passin' dhe compliments av dhe saison."
"Don'd you was .pelief him, vomans," said Carl. "Ve
was vanted ein sheep alretty, off you was got vun. We was
solchers been, und off you was ein goot batriot maybe you
· was given us vun alretty."
"What's yer regiment? Yer ain't mutineers, are yer?"
"Nein, we was mit dem Liperty Poys pelong, und dot
was Capdain Tick Slader's pand, off you kn.owed it."
.........._,
"Sartin I do, an' Dick Slater's all right. Ef you want a
sheep, yer kin have it. Go out in ther pastcher an' help
yerself."
"We was mooch opliged been, ma'am, und we will dot
sheep tooken righd away in ein hurry."
"All right; you take any one you want, an' welcum. I
don't mind givin' things ter Gin'ral Washington's sojers,
but I do hate gypsies wuss'n pizen."
"Shure, an' do dhe gypsies ann'y yez, ma'am?" asked
Patsy.
"Yas, they do. Ther was some come by this morn.in',
an' ef I hadn't watched 'em they'd hev run off sheep an'
everything else they could er got their hands on, ther robbers."
"An' air dhey anywhere around dhe nebberhood now,
ma'am?
"Reckon they're up in ther woods back yere er piece,
cuz they gin'ally camps putty soon after they comes ter a
place, an' thet's er great campin' groun' fur 'em."
"Shure, an' we'll hev to kape an oi on dhim for yez,
ma'am. Come on, Dootchy, an' get dhe sheep, begorrah."
They went off to the pasture, where they found a number of sheep lying in shelteTed places behinQ the rocks.
"Dhere's a foine wan," said Patsy, pointing to a big
ram. "He's owld, but dhat'll give our jaws good practice."
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"He was got a vine lot off vool mit his pack, also," said
Carl. "Dot mage me a good ofergoat to kept me warm."
"Yis, he's a foine wan altogither, Carl, so let's catch
him."
Tla.is was easier said than done.
The ram seemed to have an idea that he was wanted,
and got up.
Then he went chasing over the pasture, picking out the
rockiest places for his exercise.
"Nefer mind, I was caught him pooty soon alretty," said
Carl. "I was run pooty goot meinselluf."
The ram allowed _him to come within reach, and then,
as Carl put out his hand, suddenly bolted.
"Phwy didn't yez catch him, Dootchy?" laughed Patsy.
"Shure an' yez had him dhat toime."
"I was caught him pooty quigk alretty," said Carl.
He followed the sheep to a big boulder, and began creeping around it on his hands and knees to 8urprise the animal.
The latter presently gave Carl a surprise instead.
He went around the bowlder and came up behind the
fat Liberty Boy.
Then he lowered his head and charged full tilt.
Patsy roared to see Carl take a sudden start and go sliding over the snow.
Carl uttered a grunt, and picked himself up, looking
very much disgusted.
The ram had disappeared.
"Vor vhy you was hid me mit ein glub, Patsy?" asked
Carl. "I was fery soon had dot sheep off you was shdop
dot fooling."
"Shure, an' Oi niver touched yez, Cookyspiller," laughed Patsy.
"Didn't you was dooded dot?"
"No, sir."
"Wbo it was?"
"Dhe ram, begorrah. He charged on yez from behoind,
an' flured yez."
"Yah, I was t'ought I got chooted ouid von a gannon."
"Niver moind; do yez go around on dhat soide av dbe
rock, an' Oi'll go on dhis soide, an' we'll catch him."
Then they started to carry out the jolly Irish boy's plan.
All at once the ram came charging around a corner of
the boulder straight at Patsy.
Over went the latter on his back with a howl, and Carl
ran up to see what was the matter.
"Vl1at you dooded down dere, Batsy?" he asked. "Did
you caught him?"
"No, sor, but he caught me all roight an' caught me
foul, too, begorrah, dhe big vilyan."
"You was a shicken caught?"
"A chicken, is it. Shure, an' Oi didn't."
"You was sayed you was caught a £owl. Dot was a
shicken, don'd it?"
"No, but dhe big fell:v caught me in dhe stomach wid
his two horns, an' knocked all dhe wind out av me, begorrah."
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"Dot was der same lige he was dooded mit me."
"Yis, only he tuck yez behoind."
"Yell, we once more anoder dime dry alretty, is it?"
" lrnre, an' we've got to get him, me bby. Dhere's no
sheep in dhe country goin' to say he got dhe besht av
Patsy Brannigan."
'Then they started after the ram again.
The creature led them a merry chase over rocks and
through thickets.
He would allow them to come within reach of him, and
would then scurry off in an entirely unexpected direction.
"Shure, an' we'll 'am dhat sheep be dhe tuime we get
him,'' said Patsy, perspiring.
"Ye don·t vant dot oldt veller anyhow," said Carl.
"Led's got anoder vun. He was too mooch droubles been,
I bet you."
The oth:: sheep were scattered all over the pasture,
kowever, and were no easier to catch than the big ram.
"No, sor, shure, an' Oi shtarted out to catch him an'
Oi'm goin' to have him," said Patsy, determinedly.
" Dot's all righd; I hellub you."
They finally cornered the troublesome creature under
a high ledge among a lot of boulders.
"Xow, dhin, catch him be dhe horns," said Patay, "an·
Oi'll howld on to yez so dhat he can't t'row yez."
" Dot's all rigbd, I caught him dis time, I bet me," ~aid
Carl, making a rush.
The ram lowered his horns to meet it, and Carl landed
on the creature's back.
Off tarted the frightened animal, but Patsy "·as waiting for him.
Carl had his hands in the ram's wool, and dug his heels
into his sides as well.
Then a sudden thought occurred to Patsy.
He quickly drew his pistol, cocked it, and fired..
The ·shot reached a vital spot at once, anp. the troublesome ram fell dead.
Carl was tumbled off in a heap among the rocks.
"'{hat you dooded alretty ?" h!J asked, picking himself
up and giving his head and arms a rub.
"Shure, an Oi shot him, an' et's two big fools we wor
not to think av dhat before."
"Yah, I gould always dink of what I should was dooded
afder dot habbened,'' ~aid Carl. "Mein hindsight was
pully, but mein fo resight vas vorth nodings not, I bet
me."
"Well, here he is annyhow, so now put him on yer
sho,dders an' carry him home loike yez said yez would."
"Did I sayed dot?" asked Carl, looking rather dubiously at the big ram.
"Yez did, begorrah."
.
"Yell, dot was a life sheep I was went to garry. I didn't
said nodings abouid garrying a deadt vuns."
"Shure, t1n' ifs dhe same ting."
"Xein,, deadt :.heep was tiff'rent. He don't gould nm
lige a life ~us."
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"Yis, but yez said nothin' about his bein' aloi-re or dead.
Yez wor goin' to carry him. Now go on, me bhy, an' do

it."
"Den you should hellup me got him on my shoulder."
"All roight; Oi'll do dhat much."
When they lifted the sheep Carl shifted half the load
on Patsy's shoulder.
"Here, here, Oi didn't tell yez to do dhat. ,.
"Don't some off 1 dat sheep wa~ yours?"
"Yis, av coorse."
"Yell, I was only garry mein bart off it, dot was all. Off
you vant some off it you was had to garry it."
It ended in their carrying the sheep between them back
to camp.

CHAPTER VI.
DICK IN TIIE GYPSY CA~IP.

While Patsy Brannigan and Carl Gookenspieler were
racing over the pasture in pursuit of that very troublesome ram, Dick Slater and Bob Estabrook came along on
horseback.
The ·woman came out of the house, hailed them, and
asked:
"Did you see a little boy erbout firn or six playin' or
runnin' in ther road as yer come erlong?"
"~o, ma'am,'' said Dick.
"Would yer mind runnin' up fother way a piece an'
fetchin' him back?"
"Certainly not. Go after him, Bob."
The youth dashed on up the road in search of the missing child.
"He ueyer goes fur," the woman said to Dick, "but I've
be'n erhollerin', an' he don't answer."
"He never runs away, then?"
"Shucks, no. He knows his way all erbout, an' he allus
comes when I holler. Ther's two er yer sogers tryin' ter
ketch er sheep up to ther pastcher what I said they could
have, but he ain't went up there."
"You say he was about five or six years old?".
"Yas, but he ain't very big. H is hair is yaller, an' he's
got blue eyes. I must say he's er putty boy, ef he is
mine."
"What's his name?"
"Waal, his name is John, but we call him Jacky a good
lot, coz his paw's name is John, too, and we don't wanter
git 'em mi..,:ed up like."
"Is your husband around?"
"No, he's in the army. I don't see much er him; I got
ernother boy, but he's off chorin'. He ain't old ernuff ter
fight, but he wants ter. He's on'y 'leven, an' 'sides he's got
er crooked leg, but et's 'mazin' ther work lie. kin do."
"Do you feel any fear about the little boy, ma'am?"
"Waal, no; on'y a passel er gypsies come long this
mornin' 2m' I had some words with 'em, cuz they're a
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ihievin' lot, an' I found 'em ertryin' ter run things off; I one come. E~' wife give plenty money. Me tell you more,
an' I'm kinder ~keered thet he might er went thet way, l you give silver."
an' they might er picked him up an' kep' him, ther
"And I don't care for fill:Y girl now?"
thieves!"
"No, you no care. Some day you fall in lm-e. Now you
"But you say they went by."
no care. You like only to be soldier."
"So they did, but they're campin' back here a piece
Bob laughed uproariously.
in ther woods," pointing, "an' meb}:le some er them is
"Somebody thinks I do," he said. "Anyhow, I've told
prowlin' 'round now lookin' fu:d hings:"
her so often enough. I'm afraid your stars are .in eclipse,
Just then Bob came riding back.
girl."
" I don't see anything 7if him," he said, "and I'\·e been
The girl went away puzzled, and Bob Jrra11ed .alon;g,
a mile at least. Would he go as far as that·? "
leading hiJ:l .horse.
"No, course he wouldn't! Then you bain't seen no litMeanwhile Dick had asked the girl :
tle yaJler -headed boy, hain't yer ?"
"So you can tell anything that anyone wants to
"No, I saw one or two dirty, brown-skinned gypsy chil- know?"
dren, but I knew he wasn't any of them, and they were
"Yes, me tell ev'ting."
with their folks, besides. There's a camp of them up in
"What did I come here for?"
the woods."
"You want know how soon you be great gen 1 ral. Ue
"Yes," said Dick, "and we may have to go there."
tell you for silver. Me know."
"Say you so?"
Dick beckoneril the girl to ane side, and she waved the
"Yes; this woman suspects that the gypsies may have rest away.
taken the child."
"You are an impostor," he said sternly. "You .eminot
"That's often done; bnt why should they do it so near read the stars. I can tell JOU something; there is a
home?"
stolen boy in this camp, a boy with light hair and blue
"She had some trouble with them. Come, let's go to eyes, a little fellow about six years old. If you don't give
their camp."
him up the soldieTs will break np your camp."
Bob gave a ready assent.
The girl flushed, and looked terrified for an in~tant.
The youth knew tliat he had made a · correct guess.
" Tru~t lo us, ma'am," said Dick, "to bring the hoy
back if he's there. When Dick Slater undertakes a job
"No, no litt' boy here, onlee gypsy boy," she said. "All
he generally finishes it."
dark, have black eye, black hair., no lost boy in camp."
"Good land, be yer Dick Slater?" cried the woman, in
"Did you hear what I said about the S('.)ldie:rs? I have
&luprise.
a hundred of them. If I don't get the child I "·ill bring
"The same, ma'am."
them."
"Then J know yer'll do sornethin' fer me. I've heerd
Tbe girl looked frightened, and th en called out someer yer er lot. Waal, ef yer fetch Jacky back all right ther thing in a foreign tongue which Dick could not 1mderain't nuthin' yer can't have fur ther axin', an' thet's ther stand.
truth."
A heavily bearded, swarthy faced man with gold rings
"We don't ask pay for doing our duty, ma'am," proudly, in his ears and a red handkerchief about his head under
"Come, Bob."
his broad-brimmed hat, came hurriedly forward.
They set out for the gypsy camp, and reached it in
"What for you want fright de gal?" l:Je asked, glaring at
about ten minutes.
Dick.
A number of gypsy girls gathered about them at once.
"Are you the leader here?"
"1\Ie tell soldier fortune," said one. "1\Ie see de future,
"YaP, me fader to gal, me chief of de tribe, me big
me see soldier a cap'tain. Me tell eef soldier gi,e de piece man."
silver."
"Then," said Dick, "I tell you what I told her . There
"So you think I'll be a captain?" asked Dick, looking is a stolen child in this camp, and I want him."
about him.
The man glared at Dick, and shrugged bis shoulders.
Bob had his eyes open at the same time.
"No steal child. Sometime get lost, come here. No
"Yes, me see· dat in star, me see many tings, me tell, you steal. Me got plenty child. What for me steal?"
gi,e silver."
"If the child is lost and came here, why is he not run-

I

Bob was looking around, and now one of the /?"YPSY ning about?"
girls came to him.
"M:e •o say him come. Sometime, no to-day no lost
"You be ver-' r eech man," she said. "You baYe tree child to-day, some day plenty."
wife, ev' wife five you plenty money."
"The boy is here," said Dick. "If he is not giYe11 up I
"Three wives, eh?" laughed Bob. ".All at once? That will send for the soldiers. Hey, Bob!"
won't do at all."
I Bob Estabrook came forward.
"No, not all at same time. One wife die, d-en 110der 1 "Go to the camp of the Liberty Boys and bring them
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-.ilh you. I will remain. These people have stolen that
"Thet man fetched me yer e," said the boy, ·pointing to
boy, and he is here."
one of the gypsies.
A numbe:r of gypsies had gath-ered about the group,

"What did he say?n
"He said thet he'd gimme er pony an' er lamb, au· er
own tongue.
calf ef I'd go with him, an' then he picked me up an'
":\le no got child, you look in rent, you look in cart, you brung me yere."
lmd, you hare; me no got," said the chief of the band.
"Was this man here," pointing to the chief, "when yon
"You are lying!" said Dick, ternly. "You are thieve , earner"
liars, and kidnappers. I will not leave this camp tiil the
"Yes, an· he said I c'd hev er pony an' lots er nice
child is given to me. He i here. Bob, go for the Lib- things ef I"d stay, an' thet I c'd play with all ther little
erty Boys."
boys an' ride on er ho~s."
Bob ,prang upon his horse.
"Boy tell lie, rw saw him before," snarled the chief.
• "1Ie tell you lost boy no here," said the man, volubly.
Dick looked him in the eye and said firmly:
"Open tent, look in cart. You see tent open. You see
"You are a liar as well as a thief and kidnapper. I behoy? _-o, he not here."
lieve the child. You heard me send for the soldiers?"'
"Go ahead, Bob, bring all the Liberty Boys, the whole
The man scowled.
hundred of them."
"Well, you got de child. Me ln10w nothing about. How
Bob dashed off.
I kno"· strange boy came? I no see ev'ting. You got de
• "Boy no here," said the chief. "Maybe lost, maybe we child. Dat all right."
find. ~o see already. Maybe someone find . Tony.
"I shall go and meet the soldiers,'' said Dick. "If you
George, :Manuel, go look. Maybe you find lost boy in are here when I get back we will break up your camp.''
wood for soldier captain. Queek, hurry up!"
'· lfe tink me go to-night, anyhow," the gypsy replied.
Dick saw, that his words and decisive action had made "11e make ready one hour, two hour ago. :.Ic no care, me
on impression.
go to-day, to-morrow, any time. Ro stay long in one
"Yau wa~t one hour, two hour, maybe someone find," place."
said the gypsy. "Ev'bodee look. We no got, all same dey . "You'll get out oi here before we come back,'' said
look. find boy all :right."
Dick, "and you won't stop within hn:nly miles. Thafs
Dick rn'>ticed a movement of the gypsies toward one of all I've got to say."
the carts, and ·uddenly cried in a loud voice:
Then he dashed off so quickly, holding the child with
".focky! Hallo, you Jacky, where are you?''
one hand, that he was out of the woocls ancl beyond the
The ~tr:iw in the cart was suddenly agitated, and a bend in the road before a shot could ·oe fired.
fair-haired boy popped out 0£ it and cried:
Dick stopped at the farm-hous-e and left Jacky there,
"II ere I be! Thet you, paw?"
much to the woman's delight, and then sped on toward
the camp.
He met the Liberty Boys in a few minutes, and told
Bob what had happened.
CHAPTER VII.
"I don't believe they will be there," he s.aid, "but we
will ride on and see. I wau.t .that these rascals shall know
THE GYPSY TAKES DICK AT HIS WORD.
that I keep my word."
"Shure,, an' av dhey don't belave it," :::aid Patsy, "dhey
"Come here, Jacky,'' cried Dick. "Y011T mother wants will foind it out purty quick."
you.''
"I bet me dey got ouid in a hurry off dey some senses
The litule b(l)'.Y climbed down out 0£ the wagon and ran got," added Carl. "Off dey was dere alretty, dey got ouid
to Dick.
pooty qvick."
"Are you a sojer?" he asked.
\\"hen the Liberty Boys reached the gypsy camp they
"Yes."
found it deserted.
"I tha:t yer hoss ?"
There we-re evidences of a hasty departure, and Dick
"Yes."
wa sure that they had started to lea:ve immediately after
✓ "Kin I ride him?"
his vi it.
"Certainly."
"They took me at my word," he said. "I had an idea
Dick iput i;}q,e child an Major's back and then rnung up they would."
behind him.
"He wa a dogged chap," said Bob, "but not quite a
The gypsies stood around scowling, but none of them fool. If those fellows can read character as they say, h ~
offered any wioJ~n ce.
must ha"Ve k-nown that you would do as you said you
"Dat boy litt' rll1'laway, come here, get in cart, nobodee would."
know nothing about,'' said the gypsy.
":Yow: we want to see that they keep a.way,'' said Dick.
"How did you get here, Jacky?" asked Dick
"The fellow bears me no good will, I know."

all lookmg very much excited, and many talking in their
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"They're vengeful fellows," said Bob. "He'll be wanting to get even with you."
"They're as likely as not to sell information to the enemy if they get a good price," said Dick, "and for that
re'a on we want to see that they don't hang about."
Dick and the Liberty Boys then rode back to camp.
'rhe youth warned the woman at the farm to be on the
watch for th'e gypsies, for although they had gone there
was no kno,ring if they might not return and work some
vengeance upon her.
In order to be sure that they did not, howeYer, Dick
left Ben Spurlock, Mark :Morrison, Patsy and Carl as a
special guard upon the house for the night.
Then be and the others rode on.
The woman, Jacky's mother, was delighted to ha,e the
:four Liberty Boys in the house.
She could not do enough for them, in fact.
She roared at Patsy's funny remarks, and said it did
her good to hear him.
he laughed at Carl, and gave him all he could eat.
When he declared with tears in his eyes that he would
burst if he ate any more, she laughed again.
Mark and Ben told her stories of the war, and she declared that they were the best young fellows she had
ever met.
·
"Except Dick Slater, er course," she added. "He's jest
ther smartest young feller there is. I ain't furgettin' how
he fetched J acky back."
" H e gimme er ride on his black hoss, an' I tell yer " ·e
rid fast," said the child. "He's er bully sojer, he is, an'
I'm .goin' ter be jest like him when I grows up ter be er
man ."

1

"Shure, an' iverybody'll. be proud av yez av yer do be
annything at all loike Dick Shlater, me bhy," said Patsy.
"Yah, I bet me off you was on'y halluf so goot as dot
you was been all righd," saicl Carl, "uncl you vouldn 't
needed to been any besser as dot."
After supper the four Liberty Boys patroled the road
and the vicini~y of the house, front, rear, and sides, so
as to detect any possible prowlers ancl prevent their doing
any miscbiei.
,
When it came bed-l;ime Mark ancl Ben went to the
home, promising to relieve Carl and Patsy after midnight, and take their places till morning.
"Dhat's all roight, bhys," said Patsy. "Av inny av
dhim gypsy scoundbrels come around we'll give dhim a
warm raycipshin, begorrah."
"Yah, I bet me dey <links dot dere vas a vire unter dem
built, der vay ve was ma§8 it vor dem warm," declared
Carl.
Then Mark and Ben went off to bed, leaving Patsy and
Carl on duty.
TJ1ey marched up and down the road in front of the
house for some time, and then went around it.
Then they came back to the road, and set off in di:ffer('nt directions.
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When Patsy came back to... the house he thought
wsuld go around it on his own account.
")fayb
"Dhere's no knowin' how soon dhe omadhouns moi '· Dot
come back," he mused, "an' dhey'd be hure to come •· Let's
tlhe back way so as not to be seen."
'· ,\11 r·
Then he slarted cautiously upon his round. .
Th en
Rearing the back of the house, he thought he hea·· 'urr·
stealthy footsteps .
There
He at once dropped on his hands and knees, and we" It's
on, keeping close to the hou~e.
t ter go
He wa sure he heard someone, but he did n t \Yant
speak for fear of alarming them.
It would be better to catch the prowler and make
example of him than to frighten him off.
·
With this idea in his head he crept cautiously fc
ward.
Then, as he turned a corner of the house, his he:
came into violent contact with something bard, and ~Iark a
saw stars.
1se wit
'·Tear an' ages!" he howled. "Phwat was dhat intoi hey
ly ?"
~ld tell
"Ach, mein gollies, vhat I was bitted mein headt mit l'hcre
Up jumped Patsy, recognizing Carl's well-known voi(er thr
"Shure, an' was dhat yez, Cookyspiller?" he asked. \.n ]1o
"Y ah dot was me, Batsy. I was bitted mein hea( heard
mit somedings, und I clinks I was cragked it alretty." 'he ho
"Shure, an' Oi gave me own hid a bump dhat made ~ythin
see all dhe shtars dhat i.-er was, an' a few dhat niver wafark, ,
begorrah."
s,:;ently
"Vhat you was dooded vben you hitted your beaHe imit
Patsy?"
crvals.
"Shure, an' Oi h'ard a n'ise, an' Oi were crawlin on (]'here ~
hands an' knees to see phwat it was."
The pe1
"Yah, me too; I was peen on my knees und hants gra H e ren
ing, cboost like you, to saw what dot noise wa ."
T here ,
"Shure, an' yez can't see a n'ise, Oookyspiller." >m the j
"Vhere you was when dot was habbened?"
H e C'onl
"Comin' around dhe corner."
T he ste
• "Me, too, also."
oe:
"Shure, an' aich av us h'ard dhe ither, an' though " Xobod f
was the gypsies."
'· X-o, ev
"Yah, I dinks so meinselluf."
" \re tak
"An' aich av us got a chrack on dhe hid from dhe '' X o, he
er."
'' "\Ye ,vai
"I belief you, Batsy."
''\\'e wai
"Shure an' Oi think we'd betther kape togither," l)('n bu
make a n'ise dhe nixt toim e we hear annylhing, and · Ye,.:."
we won't go breakin' aich ither's hids."
reJ
"Y ah, I din ks so mein sell uf."
After that they paraded up and down the road again,
meeting at the turn, and then going around the house.
Then one went up the road, and the other went down,
a certain distance.
They met in the road in front of the house.
"Dootchy, me bhy!" whispered Patsy.
"Yah, Batsy. Yhat va dot?"
"Dhere's some wan be dhe house."
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The men were tealing toward him.
'')Iaybe it do be <lhim robbers."
:Mark gaYe the signal again.
''Dot vas vhat I <links."
.Den answered it.
"Let' ' catch dhim."
The two men were almost at the tree under which the
·· .\JJ righd."
youth stood.
ThC'n the two sentinels charged for the house.
"Halt!" he cried, cocking his pistols.
"1'urrindher, yez vilyans!" roared Patsy.
At the same moment he sprang behind the tree.
Th ere was a hearty 1a.ugh, and then Iark said:
Crack! Crack!
"It's Ben and me come to relieve you . I guess you'd
Two shots rang out, and a bullet struck the tree, the
Lt ti Pr go to be<l. ''
other whistling past it.
Mark fired instantly in the <liredion of the flash.
There was a cry of pain, and a h eayy fall.
Then there was the sound of hurrying footsteps.
CH.APTEU VIII.
K ext came another shot, fired by Ben.
The footsteps continued.
.A SHOT IN THE DARK.
One 0£ the men had evidently escaped, uninjured•
The other must be found .
)Jark and Ben patroled the neighborhood of the farm'' Where are you, Ben?" called Mark.
011,e with great care.
"Herc," answered the youth.
They had a system of signals ananged so that each
"I have hit one of them."
uld tell when the other approached.
"Yes, I supposed as much."
There
was
thus
no
danger
of
either
being
shot
by
the
'·We must find the r,1scal."
1
ther through a mistake.
'·Ye ; light a match."
,\n hour or hro passed without any suspicious sound beThere ,ras a scurrying sound upon the snow, as of someg heard.
one trying to rise to his feet.
The house was dark, and a deep silence brooded over
"There he is."
everything.
1 lllark quickly lighted a sulphur match, and tl1e youthe.
)fark, standing motionless by a tree near the house, saw a man hurrying along over the snow on his hands
pre.•cntly heard a stealthy tread.
·
, and knees.
He imitated the sound of a cricket, repeating it at short I He sprang up quickly, although with a groan, and hurintervals.
ried away.
There was no answering sound.
Ben fired at the retreating figure, but a tree stopped the
The person approaching was not Ben, therefore.
bullet.
He remained motionless, and listened attentively.
Then Patsy and Carl came hurrying out of the house.
There were two persons approaching, as he could tell
The four Liberty Boys did not pursue the man, who
from the footsteps.
had been easily recognized as the gypsy leader.
He could see no one, as it was pitch dark.
It would be next to impossible to overtake him in the
Tl1e Ftcps came nearer, and then he heard in a low dark.
ton e:
Then, too, the youths presently heard the regular sound
"Xobodee here."
of hoof-beats on the road.
'"Xo, cv'ting still."
"They brought their horses with them," said Mark,.
"1re take de 'oree ?"
''and left them in the road somewhere while they came''Xo, he make too moche noise."
to the house."
'•\\'e want 'orse."
"Yes, and I wish "e could have secured them," replied
''We want sheep more. Kill one, two sheep."
Ben, "even if the men es<'aped."
" Den burn de 'ouse ?"
"I winged one of them, and pretty badly, too, I think.»·
"Ye~ .. ,
"Well, they would have killed us."
)JaTk repeated. the sound of the cricket, but this time
"How many av dhim wor there?" asked Patsy.
lll
little different way.
"Two; but they were determined rascals . . One of them
Th<' first time it was a question.
was the chief of the tribe himself.
Xow it ,ras a rnmmons.
"Dhat's always dhe way," sighed Patsy. ,..,Dhey would
In a few mom<.'nts it was answered.
not come phwin Oi wor on juty, so dhat Oi moigbt ha,e a
"Crick' male too much noise," muttered one of the shot at dbim."
---iwn.
"Xefer mind," said Carl, "maybe we got a shot at dem
"Xo care for <lat; nobodee hear."
some oder dime alretty."
'·Y<,1 know where sheep?"
The woman now came to a window and asked if anyone
"Ye~ ; back of 'ouse."
had been hurt.
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"One of the gypsies, ma?am," said__ Ben. •· He escaped.
They had their horses with them."
"How many was there?"
"O~ly two, but it might ha:ve faTed badly with us· and
with you, also, if we had not been on our guaTd."
"Waal, I'm glad yer driv 'em away, the thieves. \fas
they gypsies?"
"Yes, ma'am; but you won't be troubled with them
again. Go back to the house, Patsy and Carl."
)lark and Ben remained on guard for the rest of the
night.
There was no more trouble from the gypsies, howerer.
In the morning the youths found blood on the snow
near the tr, a where Mark had stood, and tracks of it to
the roud, and along it for some distance.
There were the footprints of two horses, and occasionally a drop of blood, but after a time this ceased.
"The scoundrels got a lesson," said Ben, "and it is
not likely that they will return. They did not expect the
kind of reception they got."
"No, they evidently expected to get. a,rny with bro or
three sheep and then set fire to the house out of revenge."
''The next time they will be careful how they run foul
of any of the Liberty Boys Dead-Shot Band," drily.
'·Yes, one such experience ought to be more than sufficient."
After breakfast the four youths rode back to camp.
ifark reported what had happened in the early morning.
"These sc.oundrels evidently thought that I had done all
I intended to do," said Dick, "and that we would leave
the hou ' 0 unguarded, s.upposing that they had gone and
were far upc>n theu· way."
"They, have found out their mistake now," curtly, from

Ben.
"Yes, and I don't think that they will repeat it."
Early. that forenoon Dick heard some very importanit
news.
Genera.I Wayne, with Colonels Butle'.r and Stewart. ha.1
a.:rrived- at Middlebrook.
They were proceeding to the cal)'.lp of the mutineero to
intercede with the regiments and induce them to return
to their duty.
Dick and the members of the Dead-Shot B-and at onc-e
joined Wayne.
The- ymith informed: the genernl of· all that had happMed. since his depa.Ttnre from Morristown.
"You have done very well, Dick," said WaJne, "and I
want thad:.I yoQ shall remain with me for the pre;,ent.''
"Y ur ,ro,b, is a, command, general," replied Dick.
Reaching the camp of the mutineers, General Wayne
held a, c-Gafrerence· with. sergeants delegated from each of
the regimens.
Provision& had been sent ahead to them so that the,r
ahould not suffer from want of food nor be obliged to

forage upon the country people and wagons were
ready to meet them and promi~e cvers,thing within re
The sergeants seemed to be Yery well :::atisfied with
promises of redress held out to them, but there w
great many dissatisfii;d ones in the main body of the
neers.
Dick, moving around. a-mong these, heard their
plaintB.
"We don't wa,nt you :f.ellows here ertall," growled
"Ye're no good, an' we don't want yer.''
"But suppose General Wayne does?" asked Dick q
ly.
"'re don·t care ef he does. Ke don't want yer.
Anthony Wayne v;-:ant- ter sta.y, all right, we ain't s
nothin' ergin it."
"Ker we ain't er-sayin' nothin' ergin Kurn'l Butler
Kurn'l tcwart nuther'," said another.
"Ko, er cour e we ain't, an' ef they want ter &tay
us they're welcum."
"B~t we don't ".rnt nobody else an' they ain't welc
"\fe set out ter go ter Philerdelphy an' we're er~
\.re hain't made no trouble an' we're observin' all
military rules."
"Nobody hain't complained on us, an' we"re eri:
erhead. Anth"ny Wayne kin promise all he like:-. but
hain't got ther power ter give us wot we ax fur an' w
er goin· ter get it."
Dick caw from these and many more remarks that
main bocly of the regiments were still i 1 rcYolt. and pe
it was almo3t u eless to parley with them.
tisfy
\\-ayne's position was an e<Juivocal one, for, al tho .)fou
popular, he was without autho1·ity,, and was almoJ Y's
dura11ce with the troops he should have commanded. He
"I want that you should remain,'" he ::,aid to Dick a rm,
the conference, "but not with the regiments. Keep up pply
but reaJy to act at a moment"s notice."
nd.
"It , hall be ~l'One. general,., rcp,lierl the youth prom

CHAPTER IX.

" \\"ll

"I t

1~b:rn
DICK A PRI OYER.

The news of the re,,.,olt of the Pennsylvania reg·
had spread. and had caused a !D.-eat deal of anxiety
well as alarm.
Wayne had sent ·a despatch with news of the outb
to Washington, and officers of muk had been se
Philadelphia to appri, C'ongre~~ of the approach of
insurgent and to put it upon it guard.
• Quoting from a high authority in the history of t
time:
"Washington received Wayne· - letter at his headqu
ters at New Windsor on the 3d of: Jartuary. His fi
impulse was to set out at onoe foT the insurgent cam
Second thoughts showed the impooiey of such a mo,
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re he could o,ertake the mutineers, they would either
:ve returned to their duty or their affair would be in
e han do oi Congre.s. * * * nesides, the navigaUon of
Hudi:OD was still open; should any <lisafiection appear
the neighboring garrison of West Point, 'the British
·ght send up an expedition from Xew Yorl to take adtage of it .
"He wrote to Wayne, however, approvincr of hi~ intenn to keep with the troops and improve every faYorable
terrnl of passion. His letter· breathe~ that paternal,
irit wi th which be watched over the army; and that
irable moderation mingled with discipline with which
e managed anq. moulded their wayward mood,.
'·The news of the revolt caused great consternation in
hiladelphia. A committee of Congress set off to meet the
urgents, accoJl)panied b:y Reed, the president of Pewlvania, and one or two other officers, and cs~orted by a
· troop of horse. The committee baltrrl at Trento11,
ence President Reed wrote to Wayne requestini a perI interview at four o'clock in the afternoon, at four
e' distance from Princeton."
Meantime Dick was still at Middlebrook with the Liby Boys, awaiting Bome action on the part of the mutiRaving left General Wayne, taking the Dead-Shot Band
ith them, Dick and Bob :.·eturned to the camp.
Dick then set out alone to do some recounoitering.
h had been reported to him that the enemy's spie \\'ere
-pected oi being in the neighborhood, ,and he wished to
tisfy himself on this point.
)Iounting on :Major, he rode to the bou e of lhe Jittle
-or' mother. in order to procure a <lisgu ise.
He woul<l of course be recognized if he ,rore his uniorm, and he thought that no doubt the woman could
-upply him ,rith some old ciotbes belonging to her husand.
When he arrived at the house he foun<l the woman enaged in mixing over some butter u1 the kitchen.
he was very glad to see him, as was Jacky, also.
"Waal, cap'n," Eaid the woman, "what kin I clo fur yer?"
"I thought you might furnish me with a f'Uit of your
us band's old clothes,'' answered Dick.
"Why, cert'nly, but I reckon his he~t ones ain't none
·oo good fur yer."
··Xo, the old ones will be good enough, ma"am. J want
them as a disguise. I am on a secret mission, and do not
,ri8h to be recognize<l."
'J;'hen the woman hurried away, prc!ently returning with
thr dothr~.
Dick entered another room and put on the old, soiled
clothes and a three-cornered bat, and lookecl YOC:V unlike
'. , n-nal trim ;elf when he came out.
The coat was too large for him, besides being soiled and
·ra,y: the hreeche;:: were patched and darned, and the
ockiu gs had holes in them.
""\\aal. I clel'lare fnr et cf I'd of l,;:no"·n yer," ~aid the
lll,111 .
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··, 'o mud1 the better," said Dick, with a smile.
Then the youth jumped on his horse and rode away.
He rode as far as the former camp of the gy_psiee, and
then came back a little ,mys and started down a narrow lane where he thought he might meet with some stragglers.
He had been told that suspicious looking persom had
been seen in the neighborhood of the old camp.
In a little while he heard voices, and was about to ride
on slowly when a m1.mber of men burst from the thicket
in front and behind him.
He recognized them at once as some of the mo,-::t diecontented and uncompromising men of the m11tin0us regiments.
They advanced upon him in a body and pullelil him
from his horse.
"Here's the.r young fdle.r what's be'n ertryin' ter mz.ke
trubble," said one.
"Yas, he's er meddler, an' had orter mind his own bizness."
"We'll put him where he cain't dons no hurt, an' leave
him. We don't wanter do nothin' ter him."
"Leave him in ther old granary. He cain't get out er
lhct. Bum-by somebody'll find where he is an' let him
out ."
·· Thel's all right, but he won't be erbotherin' er us in
thcr meantime."
"I'd like that there black boss er his'n," spoke up one
of the men.
"Yer better let thet 'ere horse erlone," snarled the
leader of the party. "Somebody's goin' ter reckernize thet ~
thar hoss ef we take him."
"Yas, 1.het's so. Thet's how I came ter reckernize tber
young feller hisseli!"
Dick had not thought of this before.
He riow realized that there were few or no hor:;es in
the country like :Major, and that he should have taken a
less conspicuous animal.
"What arc you going to do with me?" asked the youth,
as the men hurried him along.
They did not answer, but led the way to an old, dilapidated building which had once been used as a. granary.
lt was in bad rep'.lir now, howe,er; the doors were off
their hinges, many of the ,,inclows were sashles~, ancl the
roof lea1rncl badly.
The men now took Dick to an upper room in the old
huililing, and bound him securely hand and foot.
They left him lying on the floor, with his han<ls bounli
behind him, taking the further precaution of putiring a
rope around his body and then passing it aronnc1 an
upright beam, one of those supporting the roof.
When they left the place they rolled two or three he11!\--y
casks against the door on the outside, to all the mo!€
prevent his eacape.
'Then they went away, and Dick was left alone.
It wa~ not a pleasant p1"ospect, being left al0ne in a
plaee 0Yl'r-run with rats, bound hand and foot, and w.
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cured to the beam as he was, and Dick could not' repress had enough to make a rope with which he could reach
ground.
a ~hudder as he thought of it.
He fastened one end o:f it to a beam near the 11·
.
hi
even
and
However, Dick Slater was a brave youth,
dow, and dropped the other outside.
present condition could not daunt him.
Then he picked up the old coat, which the rats h
pretty well gnawed by thi time, and put it on.
Climbing out of the windo"·, he eized his improYi,
rope and lowered himself hand by hand i.o the ground.
CHAPTER X.
Then, leaving the rope hanging, he hurried oi to whe
~Iajor wa standing.
DICK MAKES A DISCOVERY.
He untied the faithful animal, and leape<l upon
Lying upon his face upon the floor, Dick could not see back.
It was somewhat dark now, and he would be mi,;;ed.
the rats, but presently he felt one or two run across him.
"On, Major!" he said, and the noble animal dash
Then he felt one touch his hands, and shuddered.
He shook the creature off a well as he could, but it re- away.
Reaching the farmhouse, he changed his clothes, a
turned with others.
The rats did not seem to touch him now, although they ,ms pressed to stay to supper.
He refused to take more than a bile, howcwr, n
Qi'ere busy.
lhen hurried on his way.
J.. sudden thought flashed through his mind!
It was quite dark when he arrived at the camp, a
The coat he had on was smeared with butter aroun<l
Liberty Boys ,..-ere beginning to grow anxious abo
the
rats
the
and
churning,
farmer's
the
foe cuffs, caused by
him.
cords
had smelled it and were trying to get at it, but the
"Where have you been?" asked Bob.
.around his wrists prevented them from doing so.
Dick told him.
A rat is a very knowing animal, and these prornd to
"So they don't like ou~- being about, do they?" exclai1
be so.
Bob. "I must say I like their impudence!"
er.
Dick could hear them gnawing, and now and then felt
men were some of the very worst," ~aicl Di0
"Those
their tails bru~h his hands.
men at all."
representative
not
"and
He did nll)t attempt to drive them away now.
on hand which they did not wi something
had
"They
They were gnawing through the cords to get at the
you have ) fad Anthony's co
know
They
of.
know
to
you
grease on his coat cuffs.
him i:f you knew of thi,.
tell
would
you
that
and
fidence,
Dick overcame his repulsion at having rats running over
positively.
would!"
certainly
most
"I
him, and lay perfectly st>i.11, until he felt the cords begin"Well, then, we must find out what this move o:f thei.
ning to give, and giving a tug at the cords he burst them.
is."
The work of his httle allies had been successful.
"True, Bob; we must."
Then he took off bis coat, and threw it in a corner for
Leaving the camp, the two youths set out together fc
them to gnaw at undisturbed.
·
camp of the mutineers.
thP
Having his hands free it was not long to free himself
'\Yhen they had walked some distance Dick said :
from the rest of the ropes.
"By jove, I've got hol<l of the move that the,\· did m
He was now freed from his bonds, but the next thing
want us to know. Their camp ought to be about he!\
he had to think of wa how to get out of the old granary.
but they have gone on ahead without saying a word t
The youth looked out of the window, and saw it wa~
anyone about it."
at least thirty feet to the frozen ground, and a fall was
"I believe you're right. 1''hat are you going to do ?··
not to be thought of.
"Follow on and see where they have gone. Hurry hack
He saw Major standing not far off, and whistled. Th~ ancl inform Wayne. Then get the Dead-Shot Dand and
horse neighed, but did not come to him.
come on a:fter me at once. Let the others :follow· with leii
"They have tied him, I suppose, :fearing that he wouliil ha te."
.return to camp and bring someone to my relief."
Bob hastened away to execute Dick's orders, whil _
Then he turned from the window and saw a pile of old youth himself hastened on a:fter the mutineers.
-grain-bags lying in the corner.
Early the next day he located them at Princeton, an
Re tore one or two of them in half lengthwise, and here he a1raited the coming of Bob and the Liberty Boys.
knotted the pieces tog-ether.
The,e he te,ted, fin<ling tlrnt they held fairly well.
"It is only a que tiun of getting enaugh of them,"
TIIE GYP y IX A ::rn w ROLE .
mused Dick.
The insurgents had reached Princeton, and thither
Then he picked out half a dozen o:f the best bags, ripped General Wayne, with 0olonels Butler and Ste"·art hasthem in half, and knotted them together, and at last he tened to join them.
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He hoped that they might continue farther, and woulcl
gladly have seen them across the Del.aware beyond the
win
influence of the enemy.
The leaders, however, preferred to remain in Princeton,
had fearing that in further movements they might not be able
to keep the men together.
isc d
Their proceedings were still orderly, in the main, milia.
tary forms were observed, and they committed no ex'lere cesses.
Dick and the Liberty Boys were now at Princeton, but.
his
they did not go near the camp ·of the insurgents, though
the youth and his Dead-Shot Band kept a lookout for the
L
welfare of General Wayne.
hed
During the fust day at Princeton Dick went about the
town in search of information, and presently came across
and
the leader of the band of gypsies entering a tavern.
The man did not see Dick, who followed him in a few
rn d
moments, taking care that the gypsy did not observe him.
The youth saw the gypsy go into the coffee-room, and
take a seat by a corner window where th ere ,ms a screen.
He went through the tap-room, and took a seat on the
other side of the screen, carrying a pewter pot of beer
with him for which he had paid, but did not intend to
drink.
As Dick oat down he heard the gypsy say:
"Bring de fl.ask wine for me. Me spect de fren' pr~t'
soon . "
"As I suspected," thought Dick.
"Yery well," said the waitress, and went- away.
Ill "What can the fellow want?" Dick.casked himself. "It
,.. ,,
can·t be simply to trade horses. They do that on the street
or at the gypsy camp. It is something else, I am sure."
:rs
Having every sense on the alert, Dick presently heard a
tapping on the window-panes on the other side of the
room.
or
"A signal to some one outside," he mused.
In a fe\v moments he saw a man in a long cloak enter
the coffee-room quickly, and go over to the window.
"You want b see me ?" the stranger asked.
"Yes; you have de message from Sir Henry?"
0
",n1y do you ask that?"
" ir Henry," thought Dick. "That must mean Sir
Henry Clinton. This is important. I knew the fellow
k,
had a purpose in coming here."
"You have d9 offer to mak'· de rebel soldier, you give
d
monee, pardone, ev'ting ?"
"Sh! don't speak so loud, there may be listenGrs."
"No, nobodee; you are safe to talk. H is not de time
: 0 mak' de offer."
"But what do you know about it, you, a mere w~naering gypsy?"
"De gypsy, me? Yes, but me tell you man' tings."
In his anxiety to hear all that was said, for the gypsy
began speaking in a low tone, Dick leaned forward, pressea. too heavily against the screen, and tipped it over.
The gypsy sprang to his feet, and came around to see
·ho had interrupted him.
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Dick upset his pot of beer, and began to sing in a
maudlin manner.
"Ha, that is one of them," said the man in the cloak,
righting the screen.
Dick lo,vered his head so as not to let the gypsy see hi8
face, but there was something about him which the man
seemed to recognize in an instant.
"No!" he said fiercely. "Dat not one. Dat my enemy,
but I fix--"
He sprang forward with a knife in his hand.
The blade struck the pewter pot, which Dick suddenly
raised, and made a dent in it.
He had seen the gypsy's sudden movement in time to
prevent his carrying out his purpose.
"Not yet, gypsy!" he said, springing to his feet.
"I know you, I remember you, I no forget."
"Nor do I," resolutely. "You sought to avenge yourself, but got a shot in your arm instead.. That is why you
use your left hand? It is n?t so sure, is it?"
The man in the cloak quickly hurried away, and Dick
did not seek to detain him.
He had fixed the man's features in his mind, and that
was quite sufficient.
If he saw him again, no matter where, he would know
him, for Dick Slater had a wonderful memory for faces
and voices.
The landlord and one or two of the servants, hearing a
disturbance, came hurrying forward.
"Gentlemen, pray do not forget yourselves," said mine
host. "Remember this is an orderly tavern, and I allow
no disturbances."
"D@ you allow gypsies to use their knives upon those
they dislike?" asked Dick. " . here is your pewter with
a fine dent in it."
"You can't stay here, gypsy. I allow only those who
know how to properly conduct themselves. This gentleman is a patriot captain, and I must take his word before
yours."
The gypsy, seeing that Dick was well prepared for him,
and having no further errand in the place now that the
man in the cloak had departed, scowled at the youth, and
hurriedly took his leave.
Dick himself left shortly, musing to himself :
"That was an unfortunate slip. The man is some.bing
besides a gypsy, perhaps a royalist spy, and I lost the
chance of finding out."
If the man in the cloak were really one of the emissaries
of Sir Henry Clinton, sent to offer bribes to the mutineel'S
to desert to the king, he must be watched.
He would probably take the gypsy's advice and make
no move for the present, but Dick determined tu watch
him for all that.
"I will know him again," he said, "so there was actually
no harm done in letting him escape. If I had been sure
of the landlord it would ha,e been different.•
Leaving the tavern, the youth shortly ernwuntered Bob,
who was abroad looking for information.
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"You seem to know," laughed the other, "an<l sc there
need to deny it."
"But you have not come alone? Thee has a corn rnnion."
Dick did not know this, but lie su pected that more
than one man would be sent on such an enapd.
'l'hat his suspicions "l><e:re correct was pro-ved by the
stranger's answer.
"Yes, I have one. He is in the town, but keeping
secluded at pre~e:nt."
"So far, so good," said Dick to himself.
"But l1ow aome.s it that you know so 111uch ?" continued
the other .
" T hee ha$ already said th.at I am wonderful," replied
Dick. " I have been in New ):" ork, like thyself.''
"Then you think it is not yet time to submit ir Henry 's
terms to the revels."
" I have not the honor of knowing just what ir Henry
offer , not having se® him of late,,., said Dick brewclly.
" His t erms ar e pardon, pr otection, and ample pay to
t;h.e men if they will return to their allegiance."
"Very good!" sai~ Dick, but again he meant something
different
than what his listener supposed .
CHAPTER XII.
"Do you think the time is ripe for such a proposition?"
DICK AGA.IN '.l\!EETS THE MAN IN THE CLOAK.
he asked.
The man in the cloak was just coming out of the ta~r"Hardly, friend," sa.id Dick, who desired to postpone
ern, but did not show any sign~ of h·aving recognized the the business a long as he could, not knowing just the
:routh.
temper of the mutineers at th,e moment.
Dick did not think he had, for his disgui;;e was perfoct, l "Whep wouJd yo11 advise making it?"
and not even Bob would have known him hpd he not ~een
"I should want to consult with thy colleague before dehim thus arrayed on previous occasions.
ciding that, but it is not the time ju11t now."
It was the dress of a Quaker, gray coat aud breeches,
Dick desired tQ see the other emissary, so as to be able
black stockings, and broad-brim1ned hat, but the coat to identify him aIJd report to General Wayne.
could be turned, being bro\l'n on the o_ther side, and of
The answer of Congress had not yet been receiveJ. ancl
apparently a different cut.
Dick therefore wi~hed to postpone the Yisit of 1.he emi:;"Good-morning, friend," aid Dick, stepping up boldly saries as long as he could.
to the man in the cloak. "Thee does not know me?"
"Very well," saiJ the man in the cloak. "1 will ~er
The man in the cloak looked astonished, and answered: you at any tune. You will find me in the neighborhoocl
"No, I do not. You certainly have the advantage of whenever you care to look £or mo, or you can ascert11in
me, sir."
my whereabouts by inquiring for Sir John."
"Then thee has forgotten the scene of yesterday in this
" Yer:y good," said Dick, and then he took his knc.
self-same i1m?"
having learned all that he felt that he could at that time.
"What! You are not the gypsy?" cried the other. asIn the passage outside he made a rapid cban/!e in hi,
tonished.
appearance, and Sir John, who pas ed him on the ,treet
"It pleases me to appear in this garb for the present," a few minutes later, foiled to recognize him.
said Dick.
Dick pre, entcd himself to General Wayne a little later
"Why, yon must be a wonderful fel1011. I should not in the camp of the insurgent .
have known you."
The Marquis de Lafayette, Genei·ul St. Clair, aml C -...- ~
"Yes, the world's people do indeed call me wonderfol. onel Laurens had arrived at the camp, and were arlrnitted,
But we may be observed. Would not a quiet room in the but treated with great coolness by the men.
inn suit our purpose bette~?"
·
Dick saw the general and told him what he had learned.
"Perhaps it would," and the man in the cloak led the
"Then it is quite true that Sir Henry has sent einiswa_\' within.
sarie~," said W ay:ne. "If we can prevent their coming
"What i;:: your business with me?" he asked, when they here it w:ill be better, I think, l:n.1t I don't kn0w tbat we
were seated.
can. The temper of the insurgeuts is very ,meertain.
"Thee comes from Sir Henry Olin.ton with induceme~ts They might li. ten to the emissarie.f', and they mip-ht not.
to the mutineers to go over to the king?"
It i,- irnpo,,ililv to trnly predict "·hat they may clo. ''

H e told what had happened, described the man in the
lon g cloak, and added :
"If you see him, Bob, keep an eye on his movements as
much as possible, and report to me."
" I will do so. I wish I had been here. I would have
settled the score 0£ that gypsy scpundrel very quickly."
"It was not wise to create a disturbancti at a time like
this, Bob, when things ;:ire in fllJ.Ch an un,easy state."
T h e two youths then left the town and r eturned to
their camp.
•
Later Dick saw General Wayne and told him wb-at he
had learned.
Wayne's brows clouded, a1;1d the:r;i h e sa,id:
"It will be as well to watch this fellow, Dick. He may
n ot act at once, as you say, but he nee,\Ls to be watched."
''He shall be, general," said Di,ck. "You cap rely llPOP
me for that."
The next day Dick was in the town agt).UJ, this time 41
a disguise t hat was not easily p,en etrated, wh en, as hli' wa,s
passing the tavern where he had .se(iln him the day be£ore,
he suddenly beheld the man in the cloak.
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When .Diok went about among the men he was ordered
away ,,;ery perempto1,ily, although he was not recognized.
Lafayette, General St. Clair, and Colonel Laurens weue
also ordered away at short notice at the same time, although Wayne· and Colonels Butler and Stewart were
mffe1·ed to remain.
Dick returned to the camp of the Liberty Boys and sent
!or Bob_
Relating what had happened in fown and at the oamp,
hoadded:
"lfatteTs seem to be in a v.~ry ticklish condition. As
the general says, it is difficult to tell what the temper of
the men may be the very next minute."
"Ras no answer been received from Congress as yet?"
"Xo; but one is expeet€d shortly. These are trying
times, Bob. With the men in revolt, and the emissaries
of the king at our very doors, no one can tell what may
happen next."
Dick spent several anxious hours thinking over the
situation, and at last, at night, he sent for Bob, and said:
"Get the Dead-Shot Band together at once. I mean
to camp next to the insurgents. Something will be done
rery shoTtly, I know, and I wish to be on hand."
In ten minutes the twenty youths had left the camp,
singly and in paiTs, and no one missed them.
They camped close to the insurgents, but no demonstration was made, and the Pennsylvania regiments did no t
teem to be aware of their presence.
At all events, no hostile measures were directed against
them and the night passed.,
In the morning a messenger on horseback arrived at
the camp of the insurgents, and Dick, who saw him, apprehended that he bore news of great importance.
The youth at once went into the other camp, first notifying Bob to send the others in quietly.
The messenger brought a letter from Congress to General Wayne.
'l'he latter, feeling that the letter was intended as much
for the men as for himself, read it publicly to al1.
It had a: good effect' up.on the serge-ants, and· upon many
of the men.
The idea that the president of their state should have
to leave the seat of government and stoo1> to treat with
them, t1Juche·d their pride.
Many gathered around the messenger, g_nd inquir'ed if
President Reed was unkindly disposed toward them, and
many openly expressed their distaste of the business they
were then engaged upon.
It was a critical juncture, and Wayne was not sure that
it was prudent for President Reed to present himself.
Finally the general promised to meet him on the following day.
At the same time some of the horse guards were sent off
- to Ambhy to keep a lookout for any landing of the enemy.
Dick · ,ept himself informed of all that was going on,
and was~ponstantly in receipt of news from one or the
other of t ·e Liberty. Boys.
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He went about s0 unostentatiou.sly that he attracted
very little attention, and was certainly not rebuffed by
the insurgents as he had formerly been.
He recognized some of those who had left him in the
gm.nary, but he said nothing, preferring to let bygones
be bygones under the> circum:stances-.
He realized that many of tine meil were still dissatisfied,
and that matters were as yet ill.a critical state.
"Something may happen at any moment," he said to
Bob, whom he met for a moment, "and we must be prepared for it."
"'llrue," said Bob, "and so we are."
Somewhat later, as the youth was strolling about, apparently with no settled intentions, he noticed a certain
amount of bustle not far :nrny.
Someone had arrirnd or there was something going on
that he must know about.
Hurrying forward, be saw that two new arrivals had
come, and he at once recognized one of them as Sir Henry
Clinton's emissary, the man in the cloak.

CH~ PTER XIII.
ANOTHER )USSIO:N' FOR DICK.

It was quite evident that Sir John, as he had called
himself, was not satisfied to wait as Dick had advised.
He and his colleague, whom the youth did not know,
had come to the camp prepared to offer terms to the insurgents.
Sir John at once asked to see the leaders.
'I'he sergeants appeared, and the letter of Sir Henry
Clinton was delivered to them.
It was full of seductive proposals and promises.
,.-'
The men demandtid that it should be read to them that
they might know· its full contents.
This was d('m~.
Then Dick, at this most dec~sive moment, stepped forward.
"What are ymt, eoo:m:ades, that you should listen to this
insulting letter?-" he demanded. "Are you traitors?"
"Nof" shouted many.
"We are no Arnolds!" cried others.
"No, we won't listen to it."
"What will you do with these men?" asked Dick.
1
' Arrest 'em an<l take 'em to Mad Anthony!" shouted
scores.
The eniissar'ies· were at once seized.
Sir John stared at Dick as he was about to be led away,
and satd:
"There is something familiar about your voice, young
sir. Have I not heard it before, haven·t I seen you somewhere?"
"Thee is riglit, Sir John, thee has," said Dick. "Thee
shonld ha-ve takert my advice."
'q Ah, you are the· Quaker?"
"Yes, and Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys."
"You said that GeneTal :Eiowe would be pleased to see
)'~t1."
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"He would!" laughed Dick. " H e has offered a large
sum to anyone who will capture me."
"Ah, you are a rebel, then?"
"We patriots do not like the word, Sir John. At any
:rate, we do not try to tempt men from their allegiance
with gold. We fight, we are not sneaks!"
Sir John colored, and was then led away with his companion and taken before General Wayne.
The two were immediately placed in confinement, General Wayne promising that they should be liberated should
-the pending negotiations fail.
"Th.is incident," quoting from our former authority,
"had a great effect in inspiring hope of the ultimate loyalty of the troops; and the favorable representations of
the temper of the men, made by General Wayne in a personal interview, determined President Reed to venture
among them. The consequences of their desertion to the
enemy were too alarming to be risked. 'I have but one
life to lose,' said he, 'and my country has the first claim
to it.'
"As he approached Princeton with his suite, he found
guards regularly posted, who turned out and saluted him
in military style. The whole line ',Vas drawn out under
arms near the college, and the artillery on the point of
fuing a salute. He prevented it, lest it should alarm
the country. It was a hard task for him to ride along the
line as if reviewing troops regularly organized, but the
£risis required so~ne sacrifice of the kind. The sergeants
wel'e all in the places of their respective officers, and sal-uted the president as he passed; never were mutineers
.more orderly and decorous.
"The propositions now ofl'er,ed to the troops were:
"To discharge all those who had enlisted indefinitely
:foi· three years or during the war; the fact to be inquired
into by three commissioners appointed by the executivewhere the original enlistment could not be produced in
evidence, the oath of the soldier to suffice.
"To give immediate certifica tes £or the deficit in their
pay caused by the depreciation of the currency, and the
arrearages to be settled as soon as circumstances would
p ermit.
"To furni sh them immediately with certain specified
articles of clothing which were most wanted.
"These propositions proving satisfaGtory, the troops set
out for Trenton where the negotiation was concluded.
"~lost of the artillerists and many of the infantry obtained their discharges, some on their oaths, others on
account of the vague terms under which they had been enlisted; forty days' furlough was given to the rest, and thus,
for a time, the whole insurgent force was dissolved.
"The two spies who had tampered with the fidelity of
the troops were tried by a court-martial, found guilty,
and hanged at the crossroads near Trenton. A r eward of
:fifty guineas each was offered to two sergeants who had
arrested and delivered them up . They declined· accepting it, saying they had merely acted by order of the
board of sergeants. The hundred guineas were then
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offered te the board. Their r eply is worthy of reconl
·It was not,' said they, 'for the sake or through any ex
pectation of reward, but for the love of our country, tha
we sent the spies immediately to G neral \\'ayne; w
therefore do not consider ourselve entitled to any othe
reward but the love of our country, and do jointly agr ee t
accept of no other.' "
The trouble with the Pennsylvania troops '1as thus settled, but there were various opinions concerning the wis•
dom of the accommodation.
"For my part," said Dick to Bob, "it seems to me· a very
doubtful policy."
" I should say as much," retorted Bob, who wa ,rry
outspoken. "It will haYe a most pernicious effect. Tt.e
whole army will be influenced by it."
"Well, perhaps not so bad as that," said Dick.
"Well, you wait and see," said Bob, who generally
stuck to a statement as long as he could.
" I expect to," laughed Dick.
After the negotiations had been concluded Dick ~aw
General Wayne, being sent for by the latter.
"Dick," said the general, "I ,vant you to be in reaJinc,
to act for me on the slightest notice."
" I al ways am ready, general," replied Dick, with
smile.
"Of course you know what has been done?"
"Yes."
"A nd have your opinion concerning the policy of it?
"Yes, sir."
" It is reasonable to suppose that other regiment ' nm
follow the lead of the Pennsylvania troops.''
Bob thinks that they will, that the whole army wil
revolt, in fact.''
" Hardly that," said Wayne.
"That is my idea.''
" I question the soundness of such a policy ID}'8el£.'' ,ai
Wayne, "but I am not Congre s. What I f-ear is a n'p
·
tition of this affair.''
sir. ''
happen,
to
likely
than
e
" I think it is mor
Boys shall
Liberty
your
and
you
that
"Now, I want
affair of th
another
is
ready to act at once in case there
'
notice.'
moment's
sort. I may send you off at a
"We have been ready to do so in this laEt affair, genera
Did you know that I had formed a Dead-Shot Band a
special bodyguard for yourself in case it was needed? ''
The general smiled.
"No, I did not," he aid.
"Such is the :fact, nevertheless. After the first,
ever, we saw that it was not necessary to guard ~·on so
closely, and yet, had any change occurred, we would have
flocked to your ide at an instant's notice.''
Wayne. handsome, dashing, ":i\Iad Anthony" in wry
~
truth, flu heel deeply as he answered :
"I can but inadequately express my gratitud · ,, Dick. to
yourself and the Liberty Boys for the loyalty}! 1 hich you
have always hown me, and now more than 0 ,r. It may
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I shall have to test it still furtheF, and cali upon · "It's me idee, Midget, dhat
dhere's some British offiF~beyouthat
at short notice."
cers up dhere, becos Oi
dhe shadders an' dhe bloinds.

at
r
0
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"You will find us ready, sir," promptly .
"I believe that there will be other insurrect ions; in
fact, there are certain to be, and your Dead-Sh ot Band
may have work cut out for it yet."
"We will do everythin g that is a ked of us, general," the
youth replied proudly.
It was not long after this that ·wayne sent for Dick.
· "Take the Dead-Sho t Band," the general said, "and
ride po thaste to Pompton . There are rumors that the
Jersey troops are about to revolt. Learn all you can, and
1end me word at once."
I
"I will, sir."
\
".Also report any suspicious movements of the enemy
that you may see or hear of."
_ ick promised that he would do so, and at once hurried
,he camp of the Liberty Boys.
'Bob," he said, "we're to go on the move at once."
'Good!" said Bob.
"There is reported to be another revolt or fears of one,
t any rate."
" 'iYhat did I tell you?" laughed Bob, with a note of
iumph in his voice.
"Well, you can't always tell," said Dick. "Anyhow ,
e'll be ready."
CHAPTE R XIV.
THE DEAD-SHOTS IN .ACTION.

w

Cud yez get up dhere an' inve tigate, do yez think?"
"Certainl y I could."
"Here, dhin, Cookyspiller, we·n put yez on the bottom,
becoz yez are dhe heaviest. Oi'll go nixt, an' dhe Midget
will go on top, coz he' dhe loightest ."
Carl bent over with his hands en his knees under the
lighted window.
Patsy sprang light] · on his back, and then he straightened himself.
Ile now had the Irish boy upon his shoulders.
Xext he lifted Ira, who quickly scrambled fr m his
shoulders to those of Patsy, who gave him a hand.
Ira's head now came upon a level with the window.
There were thin Y enetian blinds to the window, but the
slats of these were so turned that Ira could .ee right into
the room.
eated at a table were four British officers
holding an animated di cu ion.
While Ira Little could see into the room plainly, it was
another matter to hear what was said.
The window was closed, and the British officers were
not talking in a loud tone. ·
He could hear some of the conversation, but not enough.
to ~atisfy him.
There was_a window next to this one that was darkened.
If he could enter that he might learn somethin g.
Bending oYer he whispere d to Patsy:
"Th re are four British officers in the room, but I cannot hear all that they say."
"Well, dhat's somethin g."
"If ):OU will move along to the next window I can get
in."
·' All right, ::\Iidget, we'll do annythin g yez ax."
Patsy then communicated Ira's idea to Carl.
"All righd, Baty; I was dooded anydings :vou Jige."
He then moved cautiously along the wall till he reached
the second window.
Ira tried the sash and found that he could raise it.
"All right," he whispered. "You needn't wait. I'll
come dmrn through the house."
When Ira had climbed into the window Patsy got

I

Th e Liberty Boys' Dead-Sho t Band was on the march.
Th e main body of the Liberty Boys were to be ready to
follow as soon as called upon.
Th ere might be no in urrection at Pompton , and in that
case they would not be needed.
The route to be taken was through New Brunswic k,
thence to Amboy, and thence north to Pompton .
Dick's idea of going to Amboy was that the latter was
a point where a landing might be most effectually made
from Staten I sland.
Troops might also be landed at Elizabeth town, although
the river was much wider at that point and the crossing
more dangerous.
If nothing suspicious were discovered at Am boy then
he would push on to Elizabeth town, stop there a shorr
time, and then proceed to Pompton .
"All righd," said Carl.
They reached Amboy at nightfall in a light snowstorm.
"Yis. Dhe bhy do be goin' to come down troo dbe
Putting up their horses at various places, the twenty hou e. We can wait fur him
here in dhe alley."
youth set out in eareh of informati on.
There was more or less noise in the pot-hou ~e, but not
· Dick designated a place where they sh-0uld meet him many went into it from the alley.
d report.
When anyone was heard approach ing the two Liberty
atsy and Carl and Ira Little went off in company.
Boys tood close to the wall and remained silent.
hey _presently entered a tavern, on the water-fro nt. · "Oi wondher av clh e Midget do
be l'arnin' annythin '?"
t to drink, but to look for news.
Ira was learning much.
They stayed around until after daTk, and on going outHe had entered the darkened room without attracting
e noticecl a lighted window with hades drawn down. any attention .
They rnspected a British conference, as the whole counThere was no one in it, but there was a connectino- door
round about were in:fested with redcoats.
bet11een it and the nest, ancl th e fanlight oYer it was open.
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Re heard someone coming up, but ltent right on.
a gruff voice, as he p

" Good-evening !" he said, in
<fld, ,Moue on the ceiling.
He aocld hear the talking as dist inctly as if he were a man in the semi-da,r.kmess.
" I t i-n't a good-ev ening, it's a beast of a l>ad one,
in the room with the officers.
besides. ''
"It .i,~ snowing ," om.e· was saying, " and the people will ing like rnad and blowing a gale
Ira made no reply, but went on dom1sta irs.
all ·befm d ors.."
•'Yes, and more men can be gotten. over in a short
time·. The- storm will not prevent that."
"No, and we can have a much larger force here in a
shout tiime, and march upon the rebels."
"Then if another force is sent over at Elizabet htown we
can join the two."
"Thelll we had Letter report at once and get them over.
We a.lareadry have a force on this side, and all that remains
is ta- get more."
"Ve-ry true."
"Go you, then, and report, and then Teturn with as
iuge a :force as can be sent over."
Ira heard the officer le.ave the room, and conclud ed that
't was. pretty near time for iriw to take h.io own leave.
He accordingly went to the door, but to his dismay he
fo.u.J:J.d thri t it wa~ locked, nod that there \\'U3 no key.
Here wa., a predicam ent indeed.
He might call to hi.3 compan iom, but he was not certain
\that they were still in the alley.
He looked out of the window, and found thti.t it wa,
snowing very violently.
He looked down, but could see nothing of either l'atsy
or Carl.
They migh.t be in a doorway, or have sought some other

£Il

There '1'as a dool' leading t0 the tap-rr,0m, and anot
lo the street, and this latter he took.
F oTtunate ly it was not locked, and he found him,
on the water front in a howling storm, and with no
in sight.
He huuied around into the alley, and gave a low wh'
.
tle.
It 1ras answere d from a ~heltered doorway, and th
Pat-y said :
",rho is it?"
'' It's me, the ::\Iidget."
°¼llv.
0 '
"_\.n' how did yez get down?"
I
"By the tair , as I told you I would."
"Did you was learned anyding s ?" a,,ked Carl.
"Yes, the British have already ,ent over a force
Staten Island, and more are coming .. ,
"Dhin Dick must know it dhi ,ery min net."

.

"He must."
The three hurried to the place where Dick
1rould find him .
It was a prirntc !tou;.;e on a quiet ~treet, and Dick I
been there before.
The people were ·taunch patriots, and were ill.r.
ready to assist our friend- to the he:::t of their ability.
The three Liberty Boy_ found Dick, Bob, and )fa
in the house.
"'hile Ira wa telling of his discovery Sam
13cn purlock, and X cl·· Xehon ent~red.
By the time the ~-nuth had fini,,hetl George Brew,t

shelter from the storm.
"I'm too little a fellow to try and break the door down,· ·
he muttere d, "and it would not be safe to go through the
other room provided this door were unlocke d."
He was tnrning uvm- in hi m.ind several plan.s of escape
came in.
;vh.en he heard footsteps coming along the hall.
"It's sno;wing like .J ehosoph at,'' .aid George, "and
.
Tlll:ey stopped in front -of the door of this very room
b:oops come over in this storm they have plenty
any
l'hen ·he heard the sound of a key inserted in the lock.
pluck."
Discovery ~eemed certain.
"XevertheleSE somethi ng must
The- newcom er might be an officer of the British army
"Let us go to the lanJing at once.
· J>r he might be a Tory.
np the others on the way."
[u either case discovery would be disastrous.
They met four or five of the Liberty Boy:: . one or :
The Liberty Boy's diminut ive figure now stood him
of whom ~poke of luning seen redcoats an the wat ,
in good stead.
front.
In the dark he might not be noticed.
The~e returned with Dick and the re,,t, and by thC' tin o
door.
the
to
went
and
floor,
the
upon
d
croudw
H-e
the_,. were at the ri,er nearly the entire Dead- hot Dan
Then the key turned and the door opened.
The youth gave a dive and went right between the legs 1ya~ present.
It was snowirnr Yiolently, but the British mig'trt 1a,e
of the man entering , nearly overturn ing him.
already started, and it wa" easier to proceed than to return
"Jove! what 1~·as that?" he cried in alarm.
teeth.
"M1aow!" answere d Ira, 3curryiug along the hall to- with the wind in their
hi~ entire company- gathered about
had
Di.ck very soon
'
·ward the stairway.
him.
" How did that cat get in here? Scat, you beast!"
dimly
Listenin g attentiYely, he heard the sound of oars.
the
along
hunying
again,
Ira
aid
,
•'Meow! "
'There were ligh t.c;: along the water --front, but they did
lighted pas age.
to any ro..ient.
The man procure d a light. but ~y that time Ira wa not illumine the riYer
P r esently the tread of many feet was heard.
the stair .
on.
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Many were armed, ho,Y eYer, and a ;:;cattering fu was
directed toward the water.
Then rockets were sent up and fires lighted along sholie,
n the name of the king,'' was the answer.
as much to see the enemy as to alarm the countryside.
Xo, in the mime of George Washington and the ConThe boats were seen putting back toward the Sta.terr
tal Congress."
Island side, and were presently lost sight of in the storm.
Disperse, you rebel-, or ,Ye will cut you to pieces!"
The troop already in town embarked at a paini further
Halt!" cried Dick. ''We are fully prepared to meet north, and later Dick learned that their departure
w.as c
, and if you persist we will not be answerable for the very hasty one.
quences."
Fires were kept up along shore for an h.our er more
Charge!" ca.me the reply.
longer.
Fire! " commanded Dick.
Th.en th.e storm grew so violent that all knew that an;
sh-roar!
further attempt at effecting a landing would be folly.
here wer e twenty in the Dead-Shot Band.
Besides, the co1mtr_ys:ide was now thoroughl,y .alarm d,
.. ~nty r edcoats fell, either dead or woun.ded.
and even had the weather been propiti0us a landing could.
not haYe been effected.
CHAPTER XV.
Dick sent the youths off to their quarters; telling ili1tm·
DICK AT l'O.HPTOX.
to report to him e.arly in the morning.
e redcoats quickly took to co yer when the): realized
"We will start as soon as it is light for E lizabeth.kwn ,"·
result of his first volley.
he said to Bob. "It is doubtiu3. if the red.aoats have tried,
y belie ed that their enemies were much grealer in to ..land there. This storm has no doubt extended
aJ1 up
her than .hey really were.
and do,rn the coast."
y had not expected to meet any large force oi dis" True," said Bob, "and that, as much as the Liberlr
soldiers as they now knew they had encountered . Boys' Dead- hot Band, has frightened off the
redeoats."'
the darkness and the storm tbey great1y nvercsti "We gave a good account of ourselves, eh, Bali,?"
the force arrayed against them.
"Indeed, we did."
twenty men fell at one volley there must be at least
" Then we can rest on our laurels."
:'tld of the enemy, they reasoned.
"Yes, or for to-night at least."
ey did not know what expert riflemen the LibeTty
Tn the early morning they set out posthaste for E · were.
liclhtown.
cy quickly retreated, and Dick dre,, 11p hi_ fo rce in
A messenger was sent back to speed the rest of the
lid body.
Liberty Boys straight on to P ompton.
Then the twenty youths continu-ed their journeJ.
the number, and now a voice
'The storm had not lasted all night, being of short
g ..
; heard from the water.
1.ion, but very fierce while it hacl continued.
'Hold fast, we are coming!"
The road were not in bad condition, and the vouth!
ick halted his band.
made rapid progress.
·
'Halt!" he shouted . "Advance at your peril."
'They reached Elizabelhto, rn during the forenoo~, aild
I \rho are you?"
I lick at once began to seek for information .
'The Liberty Boys!"
The British had not attempted a landing there during
1ere were startled exclamations from the riYer.
the preYious night, probabh owing to the Yiolcnce of the
"Make a dash!" cried someone. "We are bound to -tmm.
hit."
ThC'_v would hardly attempt to do ~o now, it 1rns thought,
re ently the lights sho1ved Dick a number of boats ap- :1s the alarm had been so thoroughly spread.
ching.
In case the Jersey regiments revolted, Sir HeDry Clin-They must not Le allowed to land.
ton might send emissaries to them, and Dick resohed to
lfa,k-~ ready__'._fire!'
he on the watch for all suspicion characters.
other volley rang out, and a number of cries were
H e concluded to remain in the town for a time, in;;tead
of proceeding directly to Pompton.
1 men came running from alleys and narrow streets,
This would give the youths a chance to rest and enahle
g the whanes.
him to pick up information besides.
British!" shouted Dick, recognizing some of the
H e was walking along the main street of the town when
er. . "They are trying to land!"
a man came out of a taYern just ahead of him.
•hile the alarm had . pread that there were British
The man went on and did not turn, but Dick recogn~red
the town, and soldier~ and citizens came rushing him.
It waR the gypsy, whom he hatl already met on hro or"
were some militiamen. lrnt more ciYilians.
. three memorable occajons.
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He endeavored to discover just when the revolt w
"What is he doing here?" though t Dick. "He is as
but the men were cautious and would not
much a spy as a gypsy, I believe, and a thorough rascal to be made,
him.
boot. He must be watched."
He was starting back to meet Bob and some of
happroac
Carl
and
Patsy
saw
Dick
Turnin g his head,
others when he saw the gypsy talking with a numbe
jng, and beckoned to them.
soldiers.
"Follow that man ahead," he said, when the two Lib- the Jersey
Present ly they all entered a tavern close at han
erty Boys came up.
Leadin g Major into a little alley hard lsy, and bid
"Yis, an 'phwat dhin ?"
tavern.
"Tell me where he goes, and what he does, and if he him ·stand still, Dick entered the
a dozen or more,
half
,
soldiers
sees
the
he
if
and
me
gypsy
suspect
The
will
and
}eaves town. He knows me,
seated at a round table in the tap-room.
me."
said
,"
weasels
a
lige
Dick slipped into a little curtain ed stall close at h
choost
"All righd, ve followed him
withou t being discovered.
Carl.
and
boy
Irish
the
"More better you go o;-er to king, you," the gypsy
leaving
Then Dick went elsewhere,
"Bette r pay, better uniform , better ev'tir1g:
saying.
ihe fat German to follow the gyspy.
a
was
ain't ergoin' over ter ther king, not by
there
we
that
"No,
learned
From seve~al sources Dick
cer"
almost
means.
was
er
it
that
manner
good deal of talk at Pompton, and
rewould
there
d
""We're willin' ter fight on this 'ere side,
tain that the Jersey regime nts statione
allus done, but we want our rights."
volt if they had not already done so.
lrnr::.-ied
he
and
once,
"Den you hask for dem," said the gypsy. "'Ha k
This decided him to go there at
had
he
~hat
of
him
elem and you get. Make de bold stand. Gen'ral Wash'
off a dispatch to the general apprising
all. right, but you hask for w'at you want an' you
learned.
what
Patsy
0th' soldier get, so you get, you honly hask."
When they were ready to start Dick asked
he had found out about the gypsy.
He talked for some time in the same strain, and at
"He got a horse an' wint away, but Oi cudn't foind out t~e men, inflamed with drink, went out declaring
phwere he wor goin', begorra h."
they would revolt.
"You don't know if he went to Pompto n?"
"So, he is ready to talk on either side, is he?" m1
"Oi do not. He niver said a word about it, an' dhe Dick. "I' have evidence enough now against the scouu"
men he got dhe horse av didn't know."
either way."
"What direction did he take?"
Then he hurried away to :find his companions.
"He wint to dhe north."
"Then he must be going there. The fellow has some
dealings with the British, but just what they aN I canCHAP TER XVI.
not tell."
" hure, he lucks to be vilyan enuff to be in wid dhim,
an' Oi'd loike to have caught him, but Oi had no exT-HE END OF A.N EVIL LIFE.

"

cuse."
"No, but I doubt if any harm has been done as yet.
That night the Jersey troops declared their
He will· not get to Pompto n much ahead of us."
0£ re,:olting, and marched out under arms.
They reached their destination during the afterno on
The next day the Liberty Boys arrived and reporte
march.
hurried
after a
Dick.
Then Dick rode about the town in search of informaShortly afterwa rd there came a detachm ent of
tion.
r.fassachusetts line under command of Major-Gen
He saw and talked with a numbe r of the Jersey soldiers . Howe.
They talked pretty much as he had heard the PennThey had been despatched by Washington with in
i,ylvanians talk, but with less reason.
tions to deal prompt ly and severely with the mttb
He could see, in short, that they were ripe for revolt,
His instruc tions were to compel them to unconditional
and that they expected that their demands woulcl be
submission; to grant them no terms while in arms, or in a
eomplied with immediately.
state of resistance; and on their surrend er, instant ly \to
"A dangerous precede nt has been established," said
execute a few of the most active and_incendi ary leaders.
the youth to himself, "and prompt and decisive action is
"You will also try," added he, "to avail your elves of
:needea."
the services of the militia, represe nting to them how danHe tried to persuade several of the men he talked with
gerous to civil liberty is the precede nt ®'f armed eoldiws
ihat they were acting very foolishly, but they would not
dictatin g to their country ."
listen to him.
"That is the way to talk," declared Bob when he learn"Ef ther Pennsyl-rnnier fellers got what they axed fur,
ed what the orders were. "That is what they_should have
we're ergoin' ter git et," wa the universal answer.
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"I guess you have, and so has everybody."
"Yes," said another, "they've done good work for the
"There's no use in crying over spilled milk, Bob," mid country, and a lot of it, too."
'ck.
Then cheer were given for the Liberty Boys, which
the "No, I suppose
not."
Dick
promptly acknowledged by raising his hat.
r of "What is done is done,
and there is no help £0, it."
They had reached a house standing somewhat apact
"Maybe not, but I can't help speaking my mind."
from the other.s, when Dick saw a man come out and then
:I.
Dick smiled, £or he knew Bob Estabrook of old.
hurry back.
in g
The youth was hot-headed and impetuous, but as brave
It was the gypsy.
a lion, and no one could doubt his loyalty or courage.
"Halt!" cried Dick.
rere
"As soon as Major-General Howe is ready to march,"
The band ob~yed.
·d Dick, "we will go with him. We are all here now,
"Surroun d the house!"
d every additional force is a help."
It was done.
"He will call on the militia, of course?"
The place was a low groggery.
"Yes, and he can depend upon them. Th.ere will be
Seeing the soldiers, the landlord came out.
danger in taking them away. The British will not
"We want the man who just entered," said Dick . .
e another attempt to land troops in Jersey right
"Why do you want him?"
ay."
"He is a spy, and has been inciting the troops to rebel"No, that snowstorm had a wholesome effect upon
lion."
m."
"I will go and see him," said the landlord.
"Not to mention the bullets of the Liberty Boys' DeadThen
he hurried within.
ot Ba:nd," added Dick, tersely.
A crowd was collecting, seeing that there was trouble of
"Yes, of course."
Later Dick called together all oi the twenty youths some sort.
In a few moments the landlord came out.
posing the Dead-Shot Band.
"a'here
hasn't anyone come in here in a long time," he
He was going to present himself to ].fajor-General
said.
"The
man you want is not here."
owe, and offer the services of him elf and the Liberty
"You
are
not telling the truth," said Dick. "I saw him
ys in putting down the mutiny.
go in myself. He is a spy and a traitor, and we want him."
T ey all approved of the plan.
"There are no such men in my house. ,I am a true
"It will be better to go with an escort than for you to
patriot, and do not allow such men to enter."
o alone," said Bob.
"It is useless £or you to deny it, for I saw the man my"He will see that you have a force at your command and
self. We will search the house if you do not produce him
e impressed," said Ben Spurlock.
"Why not take all the Liberty Boys?" suggested 11fark. at once."
Suddenly there was an outcry at the back of the house.
"No; the band will be sufficient," said Dick, and _no
"There
he is!" shouted a number oi tht spectators.
e objected.
Then some of them came running to the front.
Until they were ready to march in a body it was not
"He is there, and tried to get out, but saw the eoldierg
· e that too many of them should appear on the streets
and
ran back."
one time.
"Do
you hear?" said Dick. "The man is in the house,
EYerything being ready, the youths mounted them
and
must
be given up."
rses, and set out to call upon the major-general.
"Then
you can come in and take him," said the landDick was at the head of the band and presented a striklord.
"I
didn't
know he was here, and I have nothing to
g appearance.
, People came running out to see them pass, and many do with him."
Dick hesitated.
ue~tions were asked.
He knew that the gypsy was a desperate man.
There were many militiamen about, and they were
He was unwilling to ask any of the Liberty Boys to
greatly impressed by the fine showing the twenty youths
risk his life in capturing the man.
~.i!!N,!..e .
'What's this, a new company?" asked one.
At that mome:ut the gypsy himself appeared at the
" A new comp'ny? Why, they're old soldiers."
front door.
" Old soldiers? Why, there isn't one that's over twenty,
Someone had forced an entrance at the rear, and he had
he is that"
fled.
"Well, they are old soldiers, for all that."
"What you want of me?" he demanded. ' Ie do noth"Is this all of them?"
ing; me no spy; me good man."
" All of 'em? Why, it isn't a quarter of 'em. They
"You are a spy," said Dick. "You tried to bribe the
are just a part of the Liberty Boys."
soldiers to go over to the king. Then you stirred them
" Oh, yes, I 've heard of them."
tlp to revolt."
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In the meantim e !te 11 ,,~ to ...:0 to a to1rn a 5hort di~t l
"No!" said the gypsy .fiercely. "1le no spy, me good
a,ray and deli-er the major-general'~ request to a <;
Ill.an."
pany of militia stationeJ there.
Several citizens rushed f rward to seize the man.
.:
He was riding along a road borJereJ on each side
He drew a pistol, fired at the crowd, and then turned
I
ie
suddenly
11·hen
thick ,roods and great led 0cres of rock
· to flee.
· p th
~
dozen men dashed out upon him.
One of the citizens fell dead in his tracks.
git
1
fled.
quickly
others
The
In an instant they had surround ed him.
Th
The twenty Liberty Boys were now drawn up in front of
Two or three seized the bridle, while others hel<l t "It
saddle.
the
from
him
dragged
others
house.
the
horse, and still
''Fire!" cried Dick.
Some of the party were dreesed in half military ,:!y, l :re
volscattered
a
was
there
mouth
his
left
words
.As the
but Dick did not think that am. of them were soldier,. Ilo
I~
crowd.
the
ley from
"What do you want, men?" asked Dick, when th "".i.1
The gypsy fell dead at the door.
had dragged him from his s.addle.
01
against
rattled
simply
Boys
Liberty
the
of
The bullets
"We want you," answered one.
th.a house.
"What. for?"
"Take him away," cried Dick. "This is the end of a
"Waal, because ye're e.r rebel ter ,:tart with."
scoundre l and sneak."
"What are you, who wear a colonial soldier's coat,
~ Liberty Boys' Dead-Sh ot Band then· marched on. talk of rebels? You are a traitor and a neak! The
The body of the dead gypsy was removed·, and a report who wears that coat should not talk of rebels."
made to the authoriti ~.
"Ye're agin ther Jersey ~ojers, anyhow," said anot
No one claimed the body, and it was buried in Potter1s
"an' thet's ernuff ter make us down on yer."
Eiel>Cl.
"I am not against any soldiers who do their duty,
Thus ended an evil life, and another of the country's
I am opposed to malconte nts and mutineer s."
enemies had pedshed.
"vVaal, yer ain·t ergoin· ter do ennythin g ergin
Di?k! reach-ed the major.ge neral's quarters, and Howe
this time,'' growled the other.
himself came forward.
Major 1rns led away, and then Dick was hurried a
"I am Dick Slater, gen.e-ral, and these are some of the a rough path to a clump of tall bushes.
Liberty :&iys."
Parting these the men disclosed a hole in the ~gro"u
"I have heard of you, and can say that you have always 11·hich was partly natul-al, and had been partly e~cavat
given a good account of yourselves."
The entrance to the ca Ye was effected b~· perfectl T h
"We . were with Gener-ail Wayn.e at the time of the straight up-and-down ladders.
t a
ID!'l.tim.',r o,f the Pennsylv ania regiment s."
The men went down what might be called a chiml Th
" So I understan d."
for ten or tw{!lve feet. this being dug out of the r
"And we are ready to assist you in putting down the
and earth.
p:cese:ru.t mutiny."
The sides were hard and as smooth as glass.
" I shall be glad to avail myself of your assistance, CapAt the terminati on of the chimney there was a do
·
;;ain. Slater."
a cave of some size.
"We can be ready to march at short notice, general." shaped roof which covered
enough for one man at
large
only
was
opening
The
will
you
if
so
time,
"I s.hall be ready myself in a short
mass your men here as soon as possible, it will be all the . time to descend.
One of the party entered the hole, went dmrn till
bette11."
head was below the level, and thep. reached up and
a As you wish," said Dick.·
In a moment they had wheeled, and were dashing off Dick.
Then the next man followed, the first holding the
toward camp.
In half an hour they were ready to proceed with the erty Boy by the knees.
When the first two had reached the bottom the~· Jigh
athe:rs.
one or two lanterns, the place being dark otherwi8e.
All of the party except one or two descended in-\otf.-....:.--"'~

.

cave.
"Now," said the man with the military coat. "1te'll
yer what we're ergoin' ter do with yer."
A. SLIGHT DETENTIO N.
"I am listening ," said Dick."
"Waal, we're gain' ter leave yer down here until
The troops would not be ready to move before nightfall.
want no interferin'
Many things had to be done which would cause a delay. this trubble is settled. We don't
lantern here, an·
a
It lacked more than an hour of the time for starting. the Jersey men. We'll leave
trubble is orer
the
Dick told the Liberty Boys to remain together so as to chuck down some grub, and after
c'n go free."
;ie ready.
CHAPTE R XVJI.

.:.
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k wonder ed how they were going to preven t his · "Here, Major,"
he said.
g out if he were not tied.
and put your head down."

" bake the bridle off l~

,

e soon saw hmY they were going to keep him t h ere.
The hor2e did not underst and hin1, of course, but :RS·
'hey all started to leave him, and when all had gone Dick
kept calling him, and he looked down, th 1-eiIIBthey took away the upper section of the ladder, draw- finally slipped
over his head.
it through the hole after them.
The reins hung down, but Dick, by sta>:1.ding on hie tipe ladder no1Y ended at lea,t ten feet from the top. toe and reachin g up, could not touch
thelLl.
t certainl y look a if I were to be kept a pri,one r
"Not long enough , Major, " he mid. "Get on yo.ur ·
for a- long a time a they like,'' mu->ed Dick.
knees, boy."
oweYer, hL :pirits did not desert him.
The sagacious animal bey ed prompt ly, as h e und.erbegan at once to turn o-,er in his mind one plan of ,tood thi order, for Dick ho d trained
him to f1,:;: it.
e after anotheT.
Now the bridle-e nds hung down far enough fo1· Die meone came to the ca,e opening after awhile, aUll to grasp them securely. H- mc -s in thoEe days wa, ror1_gered a jug of water and a loaf of bread on a rope.
er than it is now made.
ake et orf ." comma nded tne man above.
"You', e got to draw me up. A· jor," he saiu. "I ~:ir·t
·ck obeyed, and 11·onld haw cut off a length of the help myself very much. Do you think you ean d it?·
under the impre,s ion that he might need it, hut the Uemem ber, I'm no midget ."
· '\\·as too quick foT him, and hauled it up.
Dick wound the lines well abou t his wrj • s; 2nd fool a
We'd feed yer hoss fur yer," aid the mrn . "but ther firm grip with his hands.
ey critter bas went off somewh re's, an' we can't
·'- ow!" he -aid. "Back up!"
him."
The animal took the bit betwe ~ his teeth, 2nu oo:grin
to
straigh ten up.
e'll take care of himself ," said Dick. ''You need not
lowly but teadily he lifted the yo11th from the o,rry."
der
and up the shaft, as Dick c0ntinu ed to Ellout "Bae~
Dick waited a r easonab le -pace of time, and then began
up."
ascend t he ladder.
He straigh tened his knees, and then began to tad, aw ,
H e took the lantern with him tiU he came within half
slowly
and steadily , from the cave opening .
u 'L'E'n. r ungs of the top, when he huno- it upon one of
His
grit, }ii devotion, an<l his strengt h all came ic
ese.
Dick's
aid.
T h en he went on until he was inside the chimne y, but
The Liberty Boy was Jowly but surely <1rag-gec1 out ,c,f
t as high as he could go by a rung or two.
tl1e
hole until he was able to help himself .
T hen he began to whistle for his horse, and in a few
"That'
enough , }Iajor, " he called. "VD1oa !"
ments he heard an answer ing whinny .
The horse stopped .
Dick freed his hands, and crawled the rest cf the wa
3
uut of the shaft withou t help.
It "·as now quite dark, and :Major-General Hmv-e £TI
CHAPTER XVIII.
the Liberty Boys must ha,e started after th m · inrers.
THE MUTINY QUELLED.
He debated for an iDEtaJ1t whethe r he sh.ould j -in th
Careful, 1Iajor; steady, boy," said Dick, after anothe r ,1t once, or do his errand.
He conclud ed to do the latter.
die. "Don't fall into this hole. Steady, old man.
"There will be crossroads that I can take," he m asea,
k your w-ay careful ly."
"witho ut going back. Yes, it will be bet er t
l1en Dick went up anothe r rung.
that."
He was n ow on the next to the last, and above him was
Then he got upon Major and aid:
ace of ten feet of ,;mooth, hard earth or rock.
"Get up! Find the road, Major. I am not certain cl'
t would be impossi ble to cut chink for his feet and
it myself, and I left my light behind ."
1s, but another idea had occurre d to him.
The intellig ent creatur e mad e hi way careful ly among.
fe ently he heard the tread of his faithfu l steed above
the rocks and underb rush till be found the rath taken ~
, and then ~aw the animal looking down at him.
Dick's captors .
I'm in a hole-e h, Major? " he asked
Thi he followed tiU he reached the road.
l:aj or hook his head and whinni e .
It was now an easy ta. k to ride on and deliver Majox'Xo? Well, perhaps not."
Genera l Ho1re's message.
hen the youth stood upon the final round of the ladHis captor, , supposi ng that he was safe 11niri.l fil.leJ
though t fit to visit him, would 'DO be loo.king for wn.
ow he wa,; t te,t the fea~ibili(,· f the id a th at h ad
He was therefo re, in .all probabi lity, safe ir
im•into hi head.
furth r detenti on.
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"I can imagine their surprise when they go to the
cave aud find that I am gone," chuckled Dick.
There would certainly be nothing to explain Dick's
disappearance, and no po sible way of accounting for
:it.
The youth now rode on at full speed.
H e reached his de tination and delivered his message.
T l:e militiamen were only too. delighted to accompany
Dick.
The captain knew the road, and they all set off without
o.elay.
By dint of hard riding they overtook the main body by
midnight."
"I knew you would come," said Bob, when Dick joined
t he Liberty Boys, "but what delayed you?"
"Oh, a few country gentlemen had such a fondness for
:m company that they did not want to let me go."
"What do you mean?" asked Bob. "Were you cap-

DEAD-SH OT

BAND.

with it had ultimately a beneficial effect in strengthening the confidence of those friends, by proving that however the Americans might quarrel with their own government, nothing could again rally them under the roy~
standard."

The mutiny being over and the troops again under discipline, there was nothing for Dick to do except to return to Morristown and r eport to General " Tayne, or
to send to the commander-in-chief for :instructions.
As it happened, i hile he wa deliberating upon this
point word was received from Washingto n himself.
Dick was wanted on an important mission, but jw
what it was he of course could not tell.
H e took leave of the major-general, and expressed th
hope of again meeting him in the near future.
"I trust that at that time ,Te will be engaged in fighting the enemy, and not in putting down mutineers among
our own troops," he said.
" I trust so, too," said the other, with a smile.
tured?"
On his way to join Washington, Dick met several of th
"Yes."
men who had sought to detain him in the cave.
" How did you escape?"
They looked decidedly crestfallen, and started to ru
Dick related his adventure, whereat there were many
but Dick said:
exclamations of surprise.
"Have no fear. I shall not visit any vengeance upon
Bob.
aid
fortunate,"
were
"Well, you
"I can imagin~ tho e fellows' dismay in the morning," you. Let this be a lesson to you, however, not to interfere
again with a soldier in the performance of his duty."
laughed Ben.
- ·
"Then yer don't hold nothin' ergin us?"
" Shure, an' dhey'll tink he tuck on wings an' flew
"No."
away," said Patsy.
ther's just one thing I'd like ter know," drawl"Waal,
liqe
choost
gave
der
von
0nid
"Yah, or dot he grawled
ed the man.
a fly alretty," added Carl.
"What is that?"
respect
profound
most
.a
I
"They will certainly entertain
"How in time yer contrived ter git out'n thet thar'
George.
said
this,"
after
Boys
!or Dick and the Liberty
They rode on right through the night, stopping for cave ?"
"By the help of my wits and an intelligent horse," said
:nothing.
Dick, and this was all the explanation that the youth
It was a hard march, but it had its reward.
make.
would
quarters
their
in
asleep
The mutineers were found fast
Liberty Boys then proceeded on their way to join
The
just before daybreak.
r-in-chief where many braYe deed - ll
commande
the
taken
themselves
They were decidedly chagrined to find
nts were to be performed by them.
achieveme
gallant
thus by surprise.
orhis
gave
Major-General Howe aroused them and
THE END.
ders.
your
"I will give you five minutes to parade without
Read "THE LIBERTY BOYS AT FOR'f SCR1JYnrms, he said, "and to give up your ringleaders."
In the face of an armed and thoroughly determined LER; OR, THE IDIOT OF GERJL\.~ FLAT, ," which
force, and taken completely by surprise, the mutineers had will be the next number (291)
no alterna tive.
'76."
Howe's orders were at once complied with.
Two of the men were given up and were hanged on the
i;pot.
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekl
The mubny was quelled, and it wa not likely that
there would be another.
are always in print. If'you cannot obtain them from an
new· dealer, send the price in money or postage stamps
"This terminated an insurrection," says Irving, in his
mail to FRANK TOU EY, PUBLic: HER, 24 UNIO
lief of Washington, "which, £or a time, had spread alarm
ARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the cop'
among- the friends of American liberty, and excited the QU
highest hopes o:E it~ foes. Th e circumstances connected you order by return mail.
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Price 5 Cents

This handsome weekly contains intensely interes ting stories 0£
adventure on a great variety of
subjects. Each number i · replete with rou ing situations and liveiy
incidents. The heroes are
bright, manly fellows, who overcome all obstacles by sheer force
of brains and grit and win wellmerited uccess. "\1 e have secured a staff of new authors, who
write these stories in a manner
which will be a source of plea ure and profit to the reader. Each
number has a handsome colored illustra tion made by the most expert artists. Large sums of
money ar::! being spent to make
this one 0£ the best weeklies ever published.
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By Rob Roy.
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E-veryth· gl

!. 00'.MPLETE SET IS A REGULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA!
Each b<Jok-oonsiste Q<f sixty-four pagef!, prmlled on good paper, in clear type and neatly bound in an attractive illustrated ccrrer
IM?9t of the books are also profusely illvstrated, and all of the subjects treated upon are explained in such a simple manner that au"
cluld. can thoroughly :rmdeclltan<l them. Look over the fort as classified and see if you want to know anything about the ~ubject~
lllellboned.
THESE BOOKS ARE FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS OR WILL BE SENT BY MAIL TO AITT ADDRES"
!FROM THIS @FFICE ON REOEIT'T OF PRICE, 'TEN CENTS EACII, OR ANY 'l'HRElID BOOKS FOR TWENTY-FIVE.
~ENTS. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN Tl:JE SAME AS MONEY. Address FRANK TOUSEY, Pul.Jlisher, 24 Union Square, . -,y
N?. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-EH.
MESMl::RlSM.
o. 81. HOW TO MESiIEl-UZE.-Contain!Qg the most ap- bra~mg all of the latest and most decep tive card tricks with ·•
lustrations.
By A. Anderson.
'
ved methods of mesmPrism ; also how to cure all kinds of
eases by animal magnetism, or, . magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo ,.. No. . ~•· HOW _TO DO 1''9RTY TRICKS WITB. CARDS.
lJOntammg de11eptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conju ror;;,
io Koch, A. C. S., author of "How to Hypnotiee." etc.
and maticians. an·anged for home amus.,n,e;nt. FiLl.Y iilc.stratPd

E

PALMISTRY.

o. 82. HOW TO DO PAL1IlSTRY.-Contammg the most apMAGIC.
,
Stroved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
No. ?· HOW ~ DO TR.ICKS.-The great book of magic anc
.., full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining _phrenology, c:ird tricks, con.taming full instruction on all the leading card trick:
fll.lld the key for telling character by the bump· on the bead. B:y of the d~y, also :r~e most popular magical illusions as performed bi>
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated
our: leadmg mag1c1ans; e,ery boJ should obtain a copy of this boor""'
1t will both amuse and instruct.
HYPNOTISM.
. as No
.. 22. UOW TO DO -&ECO..."D SIGHT.-,Heller's ·econJ sighi
o. 83. IlOW '.DO H'rP?-OTIZE.-Contain•ng ,valnable ana jn-' explamed
'b.}'. his former
Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining ho-wmructive information rEtg4n;ling the seience of h-ypnotism. Also • the secret rd1alvgues wereassistant,
carried on b€tiween the magidan and th•
<11xplaining the -mo!it approved metholls which are emp1oyed by the boy on _the stage; also giving
all
the
code.s and ..signuls. The onh
ieadin;i l;iJ•pnofo,ts of the world. By ·l,eo ,Hugo Koob, A.C.S.
antbent1c e:,,tplanation of second sictit.
No. 43. H0W T0 BECOME A ll.i:.-\GICIAN.--Oontaining th~
SPORTJN,G.
No. 2!. HOW TO Irt:XT AKD FISH.-'.Phe most complete gran?est assott~ent ~f magical illusions ever placed hef'o!-e tbl
pullhc.
Also tricks with cnnls. jucantations, etc.
hunting and fishing guide evor published. It conrain11 full inNo. 68. IIOW TO DO CHEM1CAL 'l'u.ICKS.-Containing over
!Jtructions about guns, bunting dugs, trap$, tra,pping and fishing,
one handred highly amusing and inl!trneti\fe tricks with chemical11
together with -deseriptions -of game and fi~b.
ro. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AKD BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A. An0e1-so.n. Ha.ndsomelv illui;trateJ.
No. 6V. HOW TO DO SL'E.IGHT 01<~ HAND.-Containiug on, ·
Illustrated. Every hoy should know bow to row and sail a boat,
Full instructions are gh·en in this little book, together with in- ~fty of the latest and best tricks use<l by magicians. A lso contain
mg the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A.. Anderson.
atructions on swimming an<l riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 47. HOW 'l'O HHEAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A 'HORSE.- . No._ iiO. HOW '.1'0 . ~KE .MAGIC TOYS.-Containing ful,
d1re<!twrui
for makmg l\lagic 'l'oys and devices of manv kinds. B ,, m
A complete treatise on the horse. Descrihing the most useflll horses
ire
for bueiness, lhe best hor es for the i:oad; also valuable recipe,;i for A. Anderson. J<~ully illust.-ated.
No. 78.. l!IOW, TO J?O '!\RICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showin~
IJ!iseases pec:Jll'ar to t'he horse.
l'<o. 48. HOW 'l'O Ill.i ILD AND SAIL CANOIDS.-A handy many curious tricks with figures and the magic of nunroers. By A, ,
lbiook for boys, containing full directions for constructing can.oes Anderson. Fully illustrated.
_No. 7_5. l:10\Y '1'0 ~EOOME A CO:NJUROR. - Conw,mm,iand the moJt popuJar mam1er of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
tricks
with
Dommos,
Dice,
Cups
and
Balls,
Hats,
etc.
Embracint
lBy C. Stansfield HiC"ks.
.
_,
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
F'O,RTUNE TELLING.
No. 78. HOW TG> DO XHE BLACK A.RT.-Containing a cou
,
o. .. Na-;: OLEON'S ORAOULUM AND DR1ll:Al\1 BOOK.- plete description of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hanlh
~ntaining the grea t oracle of human destiny; also the true mean- together with many w-0nderful expe:rim.ents. By .A. .A.udersoli..
big of almost any kind of dreams. together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and <!Urious ;;ames of cards. A complete boctk.
MECHANICAL.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREA:\fS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW '.l'Q ~EOOM:E. AN I~TOR.~'Every bo:,from the little child to the aged man and woman. 'l'his little book
sive.s the explanat1<;1)) to /1.U kin<..'6 of dream&, together •with luaky should know how mvent1ons or1gmated. Thi.~ book explains thei;
all; givi~g elfample::: in electricity, hy!lraulics, magnetism, optiCf
ud unlucky Jays, and "N'al)oleon's Ora-culum," the book of fate.
No. 28. HO,Y TO TELL :E'OHtrUNES.-Eive,·yo.ne is de,sirons of pneumatics, mechanics, etc. The ,moot in,;tnrdiYe book p•;blishe
!knowing what his futnre life will bring forth, whether happiness or - . No. fx,>. HOW TO BECOl\1~ AN ENGINEER.-C<mtaiuing fu l
au;ery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by 1J. glan<'e at this little mstrl)ctlons how to proceed m order to he<-oroe a loc·omoti,e e.n
liook. Buy one aud be convinced. 'l.'ell your ow.n fortune. Tell gineer; also directions for building a model locomoti•e: togethe
with a full description of e~rything fin ngineer should know.
lile fortune of your friends.
No. 57. H©W TO l\IAKE .l\ICSICAL INSTRUMENTS.-Fu,.
No. 7G. UOW TO T.ELL FORTUNES .BY '.CH.El HA.ND.Containing rules for telling -fortunes •by the aid of lines of tire hand ditections'bow to mak~ a -Banjo. 'Violin. Zit~er, JEd!ian Harp. Xyllt
phone
and other music.al instrumenrs ; -together with a brief de
or tbe secret of palmisuy. .Also the secret of telling futu:re event~
l>y aid of moles, marks, !f;Cars, etc. IlluJ>tra1retl. n,: A. Anderson. scription of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient o
modern times. Profusely ;Jlustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerahl
li.THLET1C.
for twenty years bandmaster of th e Ro,al Bengal Marines.
, 1 0. 59. H©W TO :.\-L.\.KE A i\IA.GHJ 'L ANTERN.-ContainiIA•
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ,ATHLB·i'E.-Giving full instruction for the use of dnmb bells, fodian cl\l):Js, parallel bars, a description of tbe lantern, togetlJer with its hif;1;ory and inventior·
borizontal bars and various other methods of de,·eloping a good, Also full directions for its use and for paintini; ~li<les. Ha.ndsomPI:
healthy muscle; contairring over •si~ty il11i,,,·tranions. 'E very boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
!'-o. 71. HOW TO DO )lECHANICAL THlOKS.--COntainlc•.
becom'.l strong ·and hea.ln]J,y ty following the ingtlructions contained
complete instructions for performing over sixty l\Iechenical TMc.-;
"11 this little hook .
• 'o. 10. HOW TO BOX.-Tne art of self-rlefense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the dilfer'LETTE:R WR'ITING.
ent positions of a good boxer. Every bny should obtain one of
No. 11. HOW T0 WRITE LOVE-LETTERS. -A roost cor ut
these useful and instructive books, es ;t will teacll you how to box
plete little book, containing full directions for writing Jove-lette1,
'Without an instructor.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOl\JE A GYM~aST.-Containing full and when to use them, givini:; specimen }etters for young and oil
No. 12. HOW TO :WRITE LETTElRS 'J.10 LA.DIES.-Givia~.
1nstructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
Embracing thirty-five illnstrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on aJI subje~
also
letters of introduction. notwi a d re\)uests.
A. bandy and uReful book.
No. 211. HOW TO WRITE L"ETTERS TO GENTLE~IEN. No. 3-1. HOW •ro FENCE.-Containing full :ustruction for
fencing and the use of the broadsword; aJso instruction in archery. Containing full directions for wdting to gentlemen on all subject}
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instrn('tion.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LET'J'ERS.-A wonderful littJ,
JIK)llitions in ·!encing. .A. complete book.
book, telling you how to wnite to your -sweetheart, your father
TRICKS WITH CAR,DS.
mother, sister, ·lm>tb-er, employer; end, in fact, everybody and anv
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WlTH CARDS.-Conta.ining body you wish to write to, ETery y.ouna: :man and every rou41explanations of tlie gen<'ral principles of sleight-of-hana applicable lad:v in the land should have this ho<.:..
to card tricks; of card t ricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
Ne. 74. HOW TO iWRI'il'E LETTEh~ OORRECXL'i
"
•!eight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructi.ons for writing Jettf!.rJI on ,almoet any aub;iect;
tpeoially prepued callds., By .Professor Haffner. .Ulust:rated.
•also rule, for punctuation attd composition, wifu 1ioeci.roen lettel'I,
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_BECOME A SPEAKER,-Oontainin g four-No: 31.
teen 1llost ratlons, g1v1ng the different positions requisite to becmne
,'o. "'·· THE BOYS 0li' NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE :1 good speaker, reader and elocutiosist. Also co'ntai'ning gems from
O•)K.-Contniniug a gi-eat variety ol the latest jokes used by the a,11 the popular ~urhors of Pl'Ose and poetry, arranged in the most
complete without

ost famous end men. No amateur minst1·els is
is wonderful little book.
No .. 4~. Ttilil ~OYS OF NJI:\"\t YORK 'l!Ni\IP SPEAKIDR.ntll.l!1111g a vaned as~o,rt~l!tlt of st'dmp spMehes, N~to, Dutch
ud Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF "EW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOK!ll B(?OlL-Something new and very instructive. Every
~Y should obtll.in this book, as 1t contams full instrtlctions for organi~ing an amatl'nr minstrel troupe.
. No. 65. MlTLDOOW5 JOKID~--:--This is one of the most original
Joke l!ooks ever publtshed, ·and 1t 1s brimful of wit and humot. tt
conta4ns a large collection of soni;s, jokes, conu-ndrums, etc., of
'TerNnee Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, a11d pr3ictical joker of
the !lay. Evet·y lloy who can en~oy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No .. i'O. H<:HV TO BJ.DCOME A'N ACTOR.~Oontaining comlete mstruct1011s _how lo make up for various characters on the
tagl!; tGt'f'tber wtth tlle dtttie of the Stage Maoager Prompter
'cenic Artist and Prope1·ty Man. Bv a prominent Stage Manager'
K? 80. (:}l;E,I WI!JLIAi\1S' J'0NE BOOK.-Oonl!aitiing- th~ lat~
eat Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this worlcl·renowned and
eve'r popu 1:il.' Verm\m co\ne-diatl. Sixty-tour pagl!s; ha.'ndsorbe
lored cover conta,ining a half-tone photo of the au.ther.

simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. _NOW 'l:O DEBA'.rE.~Givini rules for conducting debates! Outhhes for Oebate's, 1u!?s i~os for discussion and the best
sources for procuring information on the questions given.

SOCJETY.

No, 3. HOW TO ll'LIRT.-The arts and' wiles of flirtation are
fully Pxplained by this little book. Besides the varioqe methods of
ha_r.dkerchief,_ fan, glove, parasol, window and flat flirtation, it con~a1ns a .full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which is
m_tel'esting to everybody, both Old and yoling. You cannot be happy
without one.
No. 4. HO'W TO DANCE ts the title of a new and handsome
little book just iss1\etl b'y F'r(mk Touse'y. le c'oufaihs full i'n!tl'tle·
tions in the ai'tt of dancing, etiqneH~ ih the bttll-room :rnd Rt parries
how to dre~s, and full directions for calling off in all populat· squal.'~
dances.
No. 5. H0W TO MAKE LOY.El-A comnlete guide to love
coul't~hip and marriage, giving sensible adv.ice, rules and etiquett~
to be observe<l, \ ith IIlQ'lly cu~:ious and• inte-restitig flniilgs not gen·
1orally known,
N'O. 17. .HOW' TO Dft'ESS.~Co·ntai11ing frttl' insttu);:tion in thil
ar~ of d1'eS'sing' and !1ppertl'ing well at llome !\nd abtoaii giving tbe ·
sefections o'f colors, mat'eriaL and bow to have them made up.
JJ o. 18. HOW 'l'O BEC{)ME BE UTIE'TJL -One of the
.
HOUSEKEEPING
brightest and most valuable little books evet give~ to the world
GARDE~.-Corttaining
WINDOW
A
KEEP
TO
HOW
No. lG.
Everybody wishes to know how to become bealtti'ful both male and
II I in'st"ructio11s for constructmg a window g3:·t'den , ~i~her in t~wn femaJe. '.L'he SPCret is sim[)le, a:nd almost oostks$·. 'Read this btiolt
« country, and the most approved methods for ra1l;;1ng beautiful and lie cunviuoed hdw to becoml! beautrifu.l.
I wets at home. 'fhe most complete- book of tbe k'iml e1·e\· pu!JBIRDS AND ANIMALS.
shed.
_ N\J. ::0. I10W TO COOK.-One of tfie most in\ltrucNvl! book:!
No. 1. FIDW 'l'O KEEP' BIR'l)S.-Han'<lsoillely illustrated and
<ln cooking eve t' pnbllshetl. It contains recipes for co6king Ilieltt'- contailling full instructions for the manall'ement and training of the
fisb, gtu:ne, anrl o.v~tHs; also pies, pudding$, Cltkl!s at1d a,11 kirldg of canary,, mockingbird, bobplink, blackbiro1 paroqW)t, parrot, etc.
pastcy, :md a gra11d eoll~ction of reoil)es by one of our most popuiar
No. 39. ROW TO RAISE DOGS, POUL'fRY, PIG1ll0NS AND
cooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and i'ns~ructive book. Handsome1Y' illusNo. 3:'7. HOW 'J'O KEEP HOUSID,-lt contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
t'\"erybody, boys. girls, men and women; it wi•l l teach you how to
N'O. 40. B'.O'W TO J;fAKE AND SET T:RAPS.-Inclading hints
make filmost ansthi11g1 around the llousf', surh m; patlot ormnttents, on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, vats, Sq_uinels and birds.
,rackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. .\lso how to cure skins. Copiously Hlustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUF·F B1RDS A.ND ANIMALS.-A
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE A. D USE ELECTRIOITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in <'Ollecting, plfepa1•ing, mounl!ing
scri.ption of the wonderful uses of electricity and elettro magnetism; and preserving birds, animals 11.nd insects.
together wtth foll instructions for makjng Electric Toys, Batt~ties,
No. 54. HOW TO K!EEJP AND "MANA@El PE'l'S.-Giving com•
etc. By Geo rge Trebel, A. l\f., M. D. Containing over fifty il- ple1le information as to the tnanner and method <tf rais'ing, keeping,
1\IRtril tions.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full
"No. 64. HOW TO MAitE ELECTRICAL l\L\.CHn-iES.-Con- instructions fo1' ma'ldng' ca·ges, etc. Fully explained' bv twenty-eight
t~ning fnll uirecti'ons for making electrical machines, induction illustrations, making it the )llost complete book of 'the kind ever
co1.ls, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked bf electi:icity. pubhshed.
By R. A. R. Boonett. Fully i.llustrated.
MISCE'.tLA'NEClU S.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Cootaining a
No. 8. HOW TO EEGOMID A SC:LEN'.L'IST.-A useful and inlarge cO'lleetion <tf• instructive nnd Highly< a'Il1Using electrical tricks
' structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also extogether with illustrations. By A. Ander:;on.
peri~ents in aco_usNcs, mechanics, trlathl!matic"s, chemistry, and directions for makmg fireworks, colored fires, and gas bal1oons. This
E NTE RTA IN ME NT.
No. 9. BOW TO Blil , @ME A V'lilN'rRILOQUtST.-B y Harry book cabnot be equa1ed.
No. 14. H0W TO MAKE CANDY.-A com}}lete hand-book for
Kennerly. The sec-rm given away. Every intelligent boy 1'0llding
this book ()f instruction!t, lJy a pr.'actita.l pttofe~sor (delighting multi- making .all kinds of cand):, ice-crean:!,,.,syrup~essences. etcu etc.
No. 84. ·HO'\-V. TO :Sn.COME AN &UTl:l'0R-Containing full
tudes e'Vl!r}' nigtit with his wonderful ini.itat:io'ns), can mnster the
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the infonna'tion regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
manner
greatest book <>ver published, and there's millions ( of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW •.ro ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to tlie neatness, legibility and general comvery valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuseript, essenti.'111 to a sueoessfu·l author. By Pl:ince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic r ecitations, etc., suitable ·.Hiland.
wonfor parlot· or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A
derful book. oont:'aining useful and pi•actical infortnntiOn' in the
-money than a1ty book pu-bli$lled.
every
to
No. 3fi. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A compl<'te and useful little treatment of ordinar.y diseases and ailments common
book, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, fami-ly. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com·
plaints.
backgammon. cl'Oquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-GonNo. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRT!l\IS.-Con taining all
tbe leading conunclruu:ts of tl1e day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrat(>d.
of
and witty sayings.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DE'J'ECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
No. 52. HOW 'l'O PLAY CARDS,-A cemplete and handy little
book, ~ivin11 the rules and full directions for _playing Euchre, C11ib- the world-known detectirn. In which he lavs down some valual>le
bage, Casino. Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for begiJn1e'rs, and a'lso ielates some adventures
Au ction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popul:fr games of cards. and exp°etienees of' well-knowh detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-C ontainNo. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containin g over three bundred interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and bow to work it;
also how to make Flic)togrttphrc M'agie' Labtern Slides and other
~ete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Ill~~;~arencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
ETIQUETTE.

i

No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WESm POINT MILITARY
CADET.-Conta:inmg full exp lanatidrts hO'l\t to gain admittance.
course of Studf, Elmtninatiomi, Doties, 8fla1I of Officers, Poet
Guard, Police Regnlations. Fire :tYepartment, and all a boy should
know to1be a Caiiet. C'o'mpiled add wultten by tu Senarens, author
CADET.-Complete· inof ;~063.tHg~oTb
structions of hew to !fain admisston to the Annapolis NaVlll
Academy. Also corttaimng tlH! c01'1rse of instruction, description
DECLAMATION.
-f
a bQY
1 o. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grquuda and buildings, hjstonicil.l' skett:h\ a'Ild everything
--:<Jon tah1ing the :most pC>_pular seledion_s in 1:1se, co~prising Dutch s~ould know ~o become an <>ffic~r in the Uniteq States Navy. Comdialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and wr1ttN1 by Lt\l ~enartms; autbotl of "How to Become a
West Point Military Oadet."
with many standard readings.

No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know
all about. There's happiness in it.
' No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette
of good society and the easiest and most a•ppro....ed methods of apr;a{~~~;~J~~~r~~~nta ge at parties. balls, the theatre, church, and

~filioo~r'if!ti;.AVAL

PRICE 10 CENTS· EACH. OR 3 FOR 25 CE•TS~
Address FRANK TOUSEV', Publisher, 24 Union Sqtta1·e, New Yorlt.

WILD WEST WEEK L\' ., d
A magazine Containing Stotties, Sketebes, ete., of Westettn Ilife.

! C

:S"'Y" .A1'19 C>::C...:O SCC>"UT.
32 PAGES.

PRICE 5 CENTS.

·1

32 PAGES.

EACH NUMBER IN A HANDSOME COLORED COVER.
All of these exciting stories are founded on facts. Young Wild West is a hero with whom the author was acquainted.
His daring deeds and thrilling adventures have never been surpassed. They form the base of the most dashing stories
ever publishe1. Read the following numbers of this most interesting magazine and be convinced:
LATEST ISSUES:
136 Young Wild West and the Rio Grande Rustlers; or, The Branding
at Buckhorn Ranch.
137 Young Wlld West and tne Line League; or, Arietta Among the
Smugglers.
138 Young Wild West's Silver Spurs; or, Fun at Fairplay Fair.
130 Young Wlld West Among the Blackfeet; or, Arietta as n Sor<:eress.
140 Young Wlld West on the \'ellowston~; or, 'l"he Secret of the
Hidden Cave.
141 Young Wild West's Deadly Alm; or, Arietta·s Greatest Danger.
142 Young Wild West at the ·;Jumping Oil"' Place; or, 'l'he Worst
Camp in the West.
·
143 Young Wild West and the ";\lixed-Up" l\line; or, Arietta a Winner.
144 Young Wild West's Uundred 1\lile Hace; or. Beating a Big Bunch.
145 Young Wild West Daring the Danites; or, The Search for a·
Missing Girl.
146 Young Wild West's Lively Time; or, The Dandy Duck of the
Diggings.
147 Young Wild West at Hold-Up Canyon; or, Arietta·s Great Victory.
14 Young Wild West's Square Deal; or, .Making the .. Bad"' :\len
Good.
149 Young Wild West Cowing the Cowboys; or, Arietta and the
Prairie Fire.
150 Young Wild West and Xavajo :--ed; or, The Ilunt for the HalfBreed Hermit.
151 Young Wild \Yest·s Yirgin Yein; or, Arietta and the Cave-in.
152 Young Wild West·s Cowboy Champions; or, The Trip to Kansas
City.
153 Young Wild West's Even Chance; or. Arietta·s Presence or :\Iind.
154 Young Wild West and the Flattened Bullet; or, Tbe :\Ian Wbu
Would not Drop.
155 Young Wild West·s Gold Game; or. Ar!etta's Full ilancl.
\ 156 Young Wild \Yest·s Cowboy Scrimmage; or, Cooking a Crowd of
1
Crooks.
157 Young Wild West and the Arizona Athlete; or, The Duel that
Lasted a Week.
15 Yo~~;./\'ild West and the Kansas Cowboys; or, Arietta·s Clean
150 Yofr~fii~'.ld West Doublmg His Luck; or, The l\Iine that :\lade a

160 Yoc~lhe~,ild West and the Loop of Death; or, Arletta ·s Gold
"161 Yo~~':ief/d West at Boiling Butte; or, Hop Wah and the High-

Hl2 Yoi't~so~~ld West Paying the Pawnees; or, Arietta Held for
163 Yo~~fst'iild West·s Shooting Match; or, The "Show-Down" at
164 Yoong Wild West at Death Divide: or, Arietta·s Great Fight.
1G5 Young Wild West and the Scarlet Seven ; or, Arietta·s Daring
Leap.
166 Young Wild West's l\Iirror Shot: or, Rattling the Renegades.
167 Young Wild West and the Greaser Gang: or, Arietta as a Spy.
168 Young Wild West losing a l\Iillion ; 01· Bow Arletta Helped Him
Out.

16!l Young Wild West and the Railroad Robbers; or, Lively Work in
Utah.
170 Young Wild West Corral'ng the Cow-Punchers; or, Arietta's Swim
for Life.
171 Young Wild West '"Facing the l\lusic"; or, The l\Iistake the Lynchers lllade.
172 Young Wild West and "Montana :Mose·•; or, Arietta·s :Messenger
of Death.
173 Young Wild West at Grizzly Gulch ; or, The Shot that Saved the
Camp.
174 Young Wild West on the Warpath; or, Arietta .Among the Aiapahoe!.
175 Young Wild West and '"Nebraska Nick"' ; or, The Cattle Thier, es
ot the Platte.
176 Young Wild West and the Magic Mine; or, llow Arietta Solved, a.
:\lystery.
177 Young Wild West as a Cavalry Scout; or, Saving the Settlers.
178 Young Wild West Beating the Bandits; or, Arietta·s !lest Rhot.
179 Young \Yild West and '"Crazy Hawk"; or, '.l'he Redskins' Last
Raid.
180 Young Wild West Chasing the Cowboys; or, Arietta tbe Lariat
Queen.
181 Young Wild West and the Treacherous Trapper; or, Lost in the Great
North \Yoods.
182 Young Wild West's Dash to Deadwood; or, Arietta and tlle
Kidnapp~rs.
183 Young Wild West's Silver Scoop; or, Cleaning t:p a Hundred
Thousand.
184 Young Wild \Yest and the Oregon Outlaws; or, Arietta as a
··Judge."
185 Young Wild West and ".Mexican lllatt"; or, Routing the Rawhide
! Su Youn)! Wild \Vest and the Comanche Queen; or, Arietta us an
Archer.
1 7 Young Wild West and the "Gold Ring"; or, The Flashy Five of
Four Flush.
188 Young Wild West's Double Rescue; or, Arietta·s Race WiJh
Death.
180 Young Wi_ld West and the Texas Rangers; or, Crooked "l\'ork on
the Rio Grande.
1 no Yonng Wild West's Branding Bee ; or, Arietta and the Cow
Punchers.
101 Young Wild West and Ills rartner's Pile, and How Arietta
8ave<1 It.
1!)2 Young Wild West at Diamond .t;)ip; or, Arletta·s Secret Foe.
193 Young "l\"ild West's Buckorn Bowie: and, How it Saved His Partners.
194 YonngWil<l West in the Haunted Hills; or, Arietta and the Aztec Arro •
195 Young Wild ~:est's Cowboy Dance; or. Arietta's Ann_ofin~ Adl)1irer.
196 .Young Wild \\ est's ])ouble..Shot; OP, Cheyenne Charlie s Life Lme.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, by ,

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher.

24 Union Square. ~ew York
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DEAR Sm-Enclosed find •••••. cents for which please send me:
•••. copies of WORK AND WIN. Nos ..•. _ .. _ .•.•••.•••.. •••••• . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • ·••••••....••••••••••••••

"
"

"
"
"

'' WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY, Nos ...............· ........................... ....... .' .. .... .
" FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos .................... ........................... . .
"

WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos .•••••••••••...•••.••.....• •••.••••••••.••....•...•••• ••••••

"

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF

"

PLUCK

AND

LUCK.

'76,

Nos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Nos •.•.••••••••• : ••..•.•.•..•. ·••.••.•••••••••..•••••••••• •••••• ••

"

u SECRET SERVICE, Nos .......•••••••••..••.....• ···••••••·•••••••••·•••·••• •••••••••• •

"

"

Ten-Cent

Hand

Books,

Nos ...••.•.••••........•.•..... .•.••••.•••.•••••..••• • • •••••••• ••

Name .. . ...................... . Street

and No ..••.•••.••...•.•.•. Town . . • • . . . . . . State .••....•..••••• ••

1

THE EIBERTY BOYS 6F '76

A Weekly lUagazine containing Stories of the American Revolution.
B~ HARRY MOORE.
These stories are basetl on actual facts and give a faithful account of the exciting adventures of a brave band
of American youths who were always ready and willing to imperil their lives for the sake of helping along the
gallant cause of Independence. Every number will comist of 32 large pages of reading matter, bound in a beautiful colored cover.
261 The Liberty Boys at New London; or, The For t Gris"·old ) fas.
LATEST ISSUES:
262 Th~ai·rberty Boys and '.L'homa.; Jefferson; or, How They Saved the
Back the British.
The Liberty Boys at Hacke nsack; or, BeatingKidd
Governor.
's Legacy.
The Liberty Boys' Keg of Gold; or, Captain
263 The Liberty Boys Banished; o,·, Sent Away by General llowe.
The Liberty Boys at Bor dentown: or, Guarding the Stores.
Liberty Boys at the State Line; or, Desperate Doings ou the
The
264
Carhsle.
of
Captlll'e
The
or,
The Liberty Boys' Best Act:
Dan River.
The Liberty Boys on the Delaware; or, Doing Darmg Deeds.
Liberty Boys' Tenible Trip; or, On Time in Sp . te of EYeryThe
265
Out.
Redcoats
the
Beating
or,
The Liberty Boys' Long Race;
thing.
The Liberty Boys Dece ived : or, Dick Slater' s Double.
Boys' Setback; or, Beset by M)dcoats, Uedsk. ,:s. and
Liberty
The
266
Dangerous.
But
The Liberty Boys' Boy Allies; or, Young,
'l'ories.
The Liberty Boys' Bitter Cup; or, Beaten Back at Brnndywine.
Boys and the Swede; or, The Scandinavian Hecru;t
Liberty
The
267
Helped.
Who
The Liberty Boys' Alliance; or, 'l'he Reds
:ms The Liberty Boys' "Best Licks"; or, \\'orking Hard to \Yin.
The Liberty Boys on the War-Path; or, After the Enemy.
at Rocky Mount; 01·, Helping General Sumte,·.
Boys
Liberty
The
269
Earl.
the
Worrying
or,
The Liberty Boys After Cornwallis;
Liberty Boys and the Regulators; or, Running the Royal.st~
The Liberty Boys and the Liberty Bell; or, IIow They S!\ved I~.s 270 The
Cover.
to
"oman
Wonderful
A
or,
Darrnh;
Lydia
The Liberty Boys and
1
211 The Liberty Boys after Fenton; or, The Tory Desperado.
Warning.
272 The Liberty Boys and Captain Falls; or, The Battle of RamSon.
239 'L'he Liberty Boys at Perth Amboy; or, Franklin's Tory
sour' s llfills.
Small
a
iu
Goods
Good
or,
"l\Iidget";
240 The Liberty Boys and the
I
273 '.L'he Liberty Boys at Brier Cr%k; o,·. Chasing the Enemy.Ser1·•·t
,
,
Package.
Liberty Boys and the .\Iysterious Frencllman ; or, The
'l'he
274
241 The Liberty Boys at Frankfort; or, Routing the ·Queen s Rang:Uessenger of King Louis.
I
ers"
Liberty Boys after the "fine Robbers" ; or, The :Uonmou b
The
275
242 Tile Liberty Boys and General Lacey ; or, Cornered at the "Crooked
County l\Iarauders.
1
Bi !let.''
th Ch HO·
243 The Liberty Boys at the Farewe ll Fete; or, Frightening the British 276 The Liberty Boys and General Pickens; or, Chastising
kees.
With Fire.
277 The Liberty Boys at Blackstock's; or, The Battle of Tyger Ri,•er.
244 The Liberty Boys· Gloomy Time; or, Darkest Before Dawn.
\\'ork ii
245 The Liberty Boys on the :\'euse River; or, Campaigning in North US The Liberty Boys and the "Busy Bees·•; or, Lively
Round.
Carolina.
Scout
Tory
the
After
or,
Geiger;
Emily
246 Tile Liberty Boys and Benedict Aruold; or, Hot Work With a 279 The Liberty Boys and
o
280 The Liberty Boys' 200-:\lile Retreat: or, Cllased from Cata\\'l>
Trnitor.
1 1
bnei1~ty Boys' Secret Orders ·, or, The '.L'reason of Lee.
?_, 1 Thve
2.17 The Liberty Boys Excited; or, Doing \\'hirlwlud \Yol'k.
Boys and the Hidden Avenger ; or, The ~Iasked ·
248 The Liberty Boys' Odd Recruit; or, Tile Boy "'ho i:law Fun In 282 The Liberty
of Kipp's Bay.
Everything.
Boys at Spring Hill; or, After Cluny the Trnito
Liberty
The
3
2
2.19 The Liberty Boys' Fair Friend: or, The Woman Who Ilelped.
284 The Liberty Boys and Rebecca )lottes; or, Fighting "'ith
Biggest Puzzle of All.
250 The Liberty Boys "Stumped" : or, The
Arrows.
Dangerous
and
Di"llicult
or,
Bay:
York
251 The Liberty Boys in New
285 The Liberty Boys' Gallant Cllarge; or, The Bayonet Fig
\York .
Old Tappan.
2:52 The L iberty Boys' Own :Mark: or. Trouble for the Tories.
286 The Liberty Boys' Daring Raid; or, Hot Times at
Campaign.
Island
Rhode
'l'he
ot·,
2ci3 The Liberty Roys at Newport:
Point.
25-1 The Liberty Bovs and "Black Joe"; or. The Xegrn \\'llo llelped.
2 7 The Liberty Boys and Simon Kenton; or, Fighting the Brltlsll
255 Tile Liberty Boys Uard nt \\'o rk: or, Afte r tile )laraud e rs.
on the Ohio.
2:i6 The L iberty Boys and tile "Shirtmen"; or, Helping the \'irginla
288 The Liberty Boys Beaten: or, Fighting at "Cock Hill'' Fort.
Riflemen .
The Brave Brid~e-Cutter.
2;:;7 Tile Liberty Boys at Fort ~elson; or, The Elizabetll River Cam• 28!l The Liberty Boys and ~Iajor Kelly: or,
290 The Liberty Boys· Deadshot Band; or, General Wayne aud the
paigu.
:Uutlneers.
.
Tryon
Down
to
Trying
or.
258 The Liberty Boys and Captain Betts:
2ci::l The Liberty Boys at Bemis Heights; or, Helping to Beat Bur•

225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238

!'.1

260 Tll~oyL'iberty Boys and the "Little Rebels'' ; or, The Boys i\'ho
Bothered the Dritish.
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